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ABSTRACT 
The objectives of this work are: 1) to agarose-stabilize fragile biofilms for quantitative structure 
analysis; 2) to understand the influences ofLuxS on biofilm formation; 3) to improve teacher 
quality by preparing Georgia's middle school science teachers to integrate inquiry-based, hands-
on research modules in the classroom. Quantitative digital image analysis demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the agarose stabilization technique for generating reproducible measurements of 
three dimensional biofilm structure. The described method will also benefit researchers who 
transport their flow cell-cultivated biofilms to a core facility for imaging. AI-2-dependent and 
independent effects of LuxS on biofilm-related phenotypes were revealed, suggesting that LuxS 
is a versatile enzyme, possessing multiple functions in E. coli ecology that could assist E. coli in 
adapting to diverse conditions. Overall, the work presented in this dissertation supported the 
concept that quorum sensing, biofilm formation, and cell adhesion are largely related. 
Additionally, through this project, teachers enhanced content knowledge and confidence levels, 
mastered innovative teaching strategies and integrated inquiry-based, inter-disciplinary, hands-on 
activities in the classroom. As a result, student learning was enhanced, and teachers are better 
equipped to give Georgia's students a solid foundation in the sciences. 
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1.1. MICROBIAL BIOFILMS: SIGNIFICANCE? 
1.1.1. Description of microbial biofilms 
A microbial biofilm is a community of cells, embedded in an extracellular polysaccharide 
matrix, irreversibly attached to a surface. In general, biofilm formation occurs when 
microorganisms attach to- and colonize- an abiotic or biotic surface. Next, cells convert from 
planktonic status to sessile status. Finally, a microcolony is formed and continuous proliferation 
of microorganisms builds a three-dimensional mature biofilm structure (Watnick and Kolter, 
2000). Microbial biofilms have become an increasing concern in both the health and industry-
related fields. For example, biofilms can cause major health problems, as Escherichia coli (E. 
coli) biofilms cause 80% of urinary tract infections (Weinstein et al., 1999). Moreover, biofilms 
can form on various medical devices, as well as within plumbing pipelines. Biofilms have a 
three-dimensional structure, which influences the activity of cells living within the biofilm, and 
their interactions with other microorganisms (Heydom et al., 2002). Furthermore, the structure 
affects the diffusion of nutrients and signaling molecules, and causes the biofilm to be more 
resistant to antibiotic treatment (Donlan and Costerton, 2002). Therefore, in order to develop 
more elaborate methods to eradicate biofilms, it is imperative that scientists understand the inner 
mechanism of biofilm formation. 
1.1.2. Benefits of biofilm versus planktonic existence 
There are numerous advantages for bacteria to colonize a surface and form a biofilm, as 
opposed to being planktonic or free-swimming. For example, due to decreased growth rate in a 
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biofilm, cells can survive with limited resources. Also, cells within biofilms exhibit an enhanced 
ability to survive under harsh conditions, in particular, in the presence of antibiotics (Mah and 
O'Toole 2001). There are several factors which may contribute to the increased resistance of 
antimicrobial agents by biofilm-grown cells, including slow growth and/or induction of an rpoS-
mediated stress response, the physical and/or chemical structure of exopolysaccharides or other 
aspects of biofilm architecture, and the possible development of a biofilm-specific biocide-
resistant phenotype (Mah and O'Toole 2001). Moreover, there is a higher genetic transfer rate 
between cells within a biofilm; thus, it can be very beneficial for pathogenic microorganisms to 
live within a biofilm versus planktonically (Watnick and Kolter, 2000). 
1.1.3. Beneficial aspects of microbial biofilms 
There are several advantageous aspects of microbial biofilms, from a human perspective. 
For example, biofilms are used in the biodegradation process of toxic chemicals in the 
environment (Borja et al. , 2006). Biofilm technology has attracted considerable interest as an 
alternative to the conventional suspended growth system in the degradation of various types of 
hazardous wastes and persistent organic pollutants. Moreover, biofilm systems offer advantages 
such as the availability of cheap support material, high reactor biomass concentration, and an 
option to operate with mixed populations without aseptic conditions (Borja et al., 2006). 
Additionally, biofilms are useful in sewage wastewater treatment; metabolically engineered 
microorganisms for the treatment of specific target compounds could potentially be introduced to 
biofilm-based wastewater-treatment processes to augment the removal of specific compounds 
(Gilbert et al. , 2003). 
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1.1.4. Detrimental aspects of microbial biofilms 
There are a number of medical and industrial features of microbial biofilms that are detrimental, 
anthropogenically speaking. Many infections, including urinary tract, wound, and cystic fibrosis 
airway infection, in addition to diseases, such as bacterial prostatitis, are associated with biofilms 
(Donlan et al. , 2002; Parsek et al. , 2003; Valdez et al. , 2005). The diversity ofbacteria-host 
interactions is significant, and range from mutualistic symbiotic relationships that benefit both 
parties to explosive infections in which the pathogens rapidly kill the host. Chronic infection lies 
somewhere between the two extremes. The disease results from a combination of moderated 
virulence on the part of the bacteria and containment by host defenses. Interestingly, many 
bacterial species that produce chronic infections (such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, and Escherichia coli) also produce acute 
invasive infections (Parsek et al. , 2003). Moreover, antibiotic resistance by biofilms has become 
an increasing concern in healthcare (Mah and O'Toole, 2001). Biofilms have a major impact on 
medicine, and can form on many medical implants such as catheters, artificial hips and contact 
lenses. Due to increased resistance to antimicrobial agents, these bioflim-associated infections 
can often only be treated by removal of the implant, thus increasing the trauma to the patient and 
the cost of treatment (Mah and O'Toole, 2001). 
1.2. QUORUM SENSING (QS) 
1.2.1. QS and autoinducer 
QS, cell-to-cell communication, is cell-density dependent gene regulation utilized by 
numerous Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. QS involves the production and detection 
of signaling molecules called autoinducers (AI), and allows bacteria to determine cell population 
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density and work together as a group. AI, an extracellular signal, is produced during cell growth. 
As the population of cells increase, the concentration of AI increases. Upon reaching a 
threshold, it binds with its receptor protein, activates the target gene, and subsequently 
upregulates various physiological processes, such as virulence factors, bioluminescence, and 
biofilm formation (Bassler, 1999: Surette et al., 1998). Several categories of Ais have been 
identified, including AI-l and AI-2 (Figure 1.1). AI-l molecules are acyl homoserine lactones 
(HSLs). It has been proposed that AI-l functions as an intra-species signal (Miller and Bassler, 
2001; Withers et al., 2001). The synthesis of AI-l is Luxi-like synthase dependent. A LuxR-
like transcriptional regulator protein complexes with the cognate HSL. Next, transcription of the 
target gene is stimulated or inhibited by the LuxR-HSL complex (Figure 1.2a), and associated 
physiological functions are expressed (Withers et al., 2001). 
1.2.2. AI-2 and related quorum sensing circuit 
AI-2 is a universal inter-species signal which allows one species to determine other 
species' cell population densities. AI-2 is a furanosyl borate diester whose synthesis is 
dependent upon LuxS-like synthases. In the QS circuit for AI-2, LuxP and LuxQ proteins 
recognize AI-2 and begin a phosphorylation cascade, which transmits the signal and activates the 
transcription of the target gene (Xavier and Bassler, 2003). LuxS-like synthases synthesizeS)-
4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione (DPD), which is the AI-2 molecule precursor. AI-2 has been 
proposed to have a role in inter-species communication (Camilli and Bassler, 2006: Xavier and 
Bassler, 2003). LuxP and LuxQ synthases recognize AI-2, subsequently a series of 
phosphorylation relays transmits the signal and stimulate the transcription of the target gene 
(Figure 1.2c) and related physiological functions of numerous Gram-negative and Gram-Positive 
bacteria (Xavier and Bassler, 2003). In Gram-positive bacteria, peptide signaling molecules are 
utilized as QS signals instead of HSLs; the signals are transported through a two-component 
phosphorelay mechanism (Figure 1.2b) (Kleerebezem et al., 1997). This type of QS system 
controls numerous important bacterial functions, such as virulence factors and genetic 
competence (Bassler, 1999: Sturme et al., 2002). 
1.2.3. AI-2 mediated quorum sensing 
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AI-2 regulated QS is vastly dispersed among many Gram-negative and Gram-positive 
bacteria (Xavier and Bassler, 2003). The first reported AI-2 controlled cell function was 
bioluminescence of Vibrio harveyi. It has also been reported that AI-2 mediates virulence factor 
expression in Vibrio cholera, and biofilm formation in Streptococcus mutans and Salmonella 
typhi (Merritt et al. , 2003; Pratt and Kolter, 1998; Zhu et al., 2002). It has also been 
demonstrated that the biofilm formation of LuxS mutants in Streptococcus mutans and 
Salmonella typhi was different when compared to the wild-type strains. 
1.2.4. AI-2 mediated quorum sensing in E. coli 
It has been shown that E. coli has an AI-2 mediated QS system, which may regulate cell 
division, DNA processing, virulence factors, flagella, and motility (Sperandio et al., 2002). In 
order to determine whether AI-2 mediates biofilm formation in E. coli, it is necessary to explore 
the available literature on proposed mechanisms of biofilm formation in E. coli. In particular, 
Pratt and Kolter (1998) reported that initial biofilm formation might be regulated by motility and 
type I pili. Since motility has been shown to be regulated by an AI-2 mediated QS system and 
motility is essential for normal biofilm formation, the role of AI-2 in biofilm formation by E. coli 
W311 0 was investigated to offer a deeper understanding of the mechanism of biofilm formation 
in E. coli. 
1.3. AGAROSE STABILIZATION 
1.3.1. Agarose stabilization of fragile biofilms for quantitative structure analysis 
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It has been reported that biofilms can be "weak" or "fragile," either from their natural 
character or resulting from specific mutations (Coufort et al., 2007; Fong et al., 2006; Inoue et 
al., 2003; Perez et al., 2006; Sambanthamoorthy et al. , 2008). These biofilms easily dissociate 
when handled and are not agreeable to imaging and quantitative analysis. The parallel flow cell 
is a powerful tool for investigating the role ofbiofilm structure on cellular activity. It allows 
non-destructive, three-dimensional imaging of biofilms using confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM) or deconvolution microscopy (Busscher and van der Mei, 1995: Pamp et 
al., 2009). Moreover, parallel flow cells facilitate quantitative measurements using digital image 
analysis, improving the thoroughness of biofilm research. Recent work with the luxS deletion 
mutant Escherichia coli (E. coli) MDAI2 (DeLisa et al. , 2001), which formed biofilms during 
growth in parallel flow cells, readily dissociated after being removed from a continuous flow of 
nutrient broth. During analysis, it is imperative that the integrity of the biofilm structure be 
maintained. Thus, accurate quantitative structure analysis proved to be an increasing concern. 
In order to address this concern, several approaches may be considered. One option for imaging 
fragile biofilms is "real time" imaging; here, three dimensional biofilm growth is continuously 
monitored microscopically using a flow cell that is anchored to the microscope stage (Klayman, 
2009). This approach requires uninterrupted use of a suitable microscope, for example a CLSM 
for extended periods of time and in most cases requires that the cells of interest have an internal 
marker such as green fluorescent protein or luciferase. An alternate approach involves 
stabilizing the biofilm with a polymer, such as agarose, prior to imaging. With this approach, 
flow cell-cultivated biofilms can be investigated utilizing fluorescent dyes, permitting 
quantitative analysis without the use of fluorescent or bioluminescent proteins. Polymer 
stabilization, using agarose, also has the advantage of keeping the biofilm safe for transport to 
microscopes located in a research institution's core facility. 
1.4. THE INFL UENCES OF LUXS IN ESCHERICHIA COLI BIOFILM FORMATION 
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1.4.1. LuxS Influences E. coli biofilm formation through AI-2-dependent and -independent 
modalities 
Several bacteria possess the luxS gene. This gene is responsible for regulating various 
physiological functions, such as virulence factor expression (Lyon et al., 2001 : Zhu et al. , 2002) 
and biofilm formation (Merritt et al. , 2003: Prouty et al., 2002). Moreover, the expression of 
luxS plays an important role in the activated methyl cycle (Winzer et al., 2002). luxS is 
important for preventing accumulation of S-adenosyl methionine, a potentially toxic metabolic 
intermediate (McNab and Lamont, 2003: Winzer et al. , 2002). It has also been reported that luxS 
regulates cellular metabolism, and may also influence bacterial fitness, in several bacteria 
(Brandl et al. , 2005; Doherty et al., 2006; Vendeville et al. , 2005; Wang et al., 2005). More 
specifically, in E. coli, luxS is involved in such processes as regulation of cell division and DNA 
processing (DeLisa et al., 2001), expression of virulence genes (Sircili et al. , 2004), and flagella 
synthesis and motility (Sperandio et al. , 2002). It has been reported that, in E. coli, luxS 
regulation occurs via the (S)-4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione (DPD)-derived, small quorum 
sensing (QS) signaling molecules, AI-2 (Camilli and Bassler, 2006). Although it has been 
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widely accepted that luxS plays a role in the vast majority of the aforementioned physiological 
functions, the role of luxS in the regulation of biofilm function is currently under debate. The 
LuxS protein is an autoinducer synthase that is transcribed from the luxS gene, and produces AI-
2. In the scientific community, there are two competing models ofLuxS function. One, AI-2 is 
a signal; two, AI-2 is a waste product. Some scientists believe that AI-2 controls E. coli biofilm 
formation through a motility regulatory mechanism (Gonzalez Barrios eta!., 2006). Moreover, 
differential gene expression in the non-motile wild-type strain E. coli W311 0 and a luxS deletion 
mutant strain, MDAI2, has been shown. Considerable transcriptional changes have been found, 
particularly in adhesion and fimbriae proteins, which contribute to E. coli biofilm formation 
(Genevaux eta!. , 1999; Jackson eta!., 2002; Torres, 2005). In contrast, there are scientists who 
believe that AI-2 plays no role in biofilm formation. For example, in 2005, Wang reported that, 
although methionine metabolism was affected, deletion of the luxS gene had no effect on biofilm 
formation, growth, or motility (Wang eta!. , 2005). 
Previous research in the Gilbert lab has shown that phenotypes regulated by luxS, 
including AI-2, could be differentially expressed as a function of growth phase. For instance, 
even though luxS may be actively transcribed without detectable AI-2 in stationary phase (Hardie 
eta!. , 2003), batch cultures of E. coli W3110 produced low levels of AI-2 during early log phase 
and stationary phase. Conversely, batch cultures produced high levels of AI-2 during mid-log 
phase. Moreover, when E. coli W311 0 initially colonizes a new surface, its cell density is low; 
therefore, AI-2 concentrations are low, resulting in a wide-spreading biofilm structure. In 
contrast, as the population of surface-attached cells increases, the AI-2 concentration in the 
surrounding area also increases, resulting in a wide-climbing, densely packed biofilm. 
Therefore, to better comprehend which luxS capability is the one that affects biofilm structure in 
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E. coli W311 0 biofilm formation, strain W311 0, its luxS deletion mutant strain MDAI-2, and 
pMS234, a luxS-complememted variant ofMDAI2, the "W3110 set" was utilized. Previous 
research investigated phenotypic changes in biofilm formation, AI-2 production, carbon 
utilization, uronic acid production, autoaggregation, and fimbriation. Further examination of the 
role of luxS in E. coli W311 0 biofilm formation, AI-2 production, autoaggregation, and 
fimbriation was conducted. 
1.5. IMPROVING TEACHER QUALITY THROUGH THE BIO-BUS PROGRAM 
1.5.1. Preparing Georgia's middle school science teachers to integrate inquiry-based, 
hands-on research modules in the classroom 
Many countries are motivated to develop the human resources required to advance 
science and technology. Success requires a system of education that prepares young people for 
life in today's complex societies (Singer, 2009). Unfortunately, according to a recent report in 
the Washington Post, "U.S. students are doing no better on an international science exam than 
they were in the mid-1990s, a performance plateau that leaves educators and policymakers 
worried about how schools are preparing students to compete in an increasingly global economy 
(Glod, 2008). The report accuses the United States of being "static," while other countries are 
improving. In response to the findings, the Obama administration launched the "Educate to 
Innovate" campaign to improve the participation and performance of America's students in 
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education in the United States. This 
initiative is extremely important for the State of Georgia. The U.S . Department of Education 
(US DoE) last reported that 4 7% of all gth graders in the state fell below the national achievement 
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level for science (Grigg et al., 2006). This fact demonstrates how crucial projects, such as those 
funded by Improving Teacher Quality State Grants, are to Georgia's STEM teachers. 
Atlanta Public Schools (APS) and Fulton County Schools are qualified high-need local 
education agencies (LEAs) that exhibit a need for projects promoting teacher quality and 
professional development. In particular, professional development opportunities for teachers are 
needed at the middle school level. Research shows that children, especially girls, start to lose 
interest in science in middle school (Women in Science, 2008). In addition, there have been 
numerous reports that a high proportion of our nation's middle school public school teachers (in 
many cases exceeding 60%) are teaching out-of-field (Ingersoll, 2003). Therefore, it is essential 
to have passionate, confident, and well-trained science teachers at this level. Additionally, 
student achievement data demonstrate the need for projects that motivate students to learn about 
science. In 2009, the Georgia Department of Education (GA DoE) reported that a high 
percentage of 6th, ih, and gth grade students did not meet the standards in science on the Georgia 
Criterion-Referenced Competency Test (CRCT) (GADoE, 2009). In the Atlanta Public and 
Fulton County school systems (where failure to meet the requisite standards ranged from 39 to 
51% and 19 to 30%, respectively), these numbers are a particular source of concern. 
Furthermore, in the two systems combined, over 40 percent of the students (more than 20,000 
students) are from families with incomes below the poverty line (US DoE, 2006). As a result, 
supplemental educational support beyond the classroom, in the form of private tutoring, test 
preparation, and homework help, is unlikely to be available for most of these students due to 
family financial constraints. For this reason, a highly skilled teacher is likely to be the most 
important element of any education system (Alberts, 2009). 
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Through Improving Teacher Quality State Grant projects, STEM teachers are being 
prepared to educate tomorrow' s leaders. However, once STEM teachers are properly equipped 
with the content knowledge and skills to prepare their students, they are still faced with a 
"curious paradox" (Hanauer et al. , 2006). On the one hand, the incorporation of scientific 
inquiry in the classroom in a manner that mirrors the processes used by professional scientists is 
considered to be among the most effective ways to promote scientific learning. On the other 
hand, a school classroom is not a research laboratory. Scientific research usually involves 
complex (and expensive) methodology and problem-solving approaches, resulting in conclusions 
that are subjected to worldwide evaluation. Capturing these characteristics of professional 
science within the K-12 school classroom is difficult. Moreover, because K- 12 students are 
limited in knowledge and available classroom time, finding appropriate research projects that are 
within reach of their skills and knowledge (and not accessible to only one or two high achieving 
students) is a particular challenge (Hanauer et al. , 2006). This project was geared towards 
preparing Georgia' s middle school science teachers to integrate inquiry-based, hands-on research 
modules in the classroom. Research shows that teachers who expand their content knowledge 
and participate in professional development opportunities are better able to teach higher-order 
thinking skills and engage in hands-on learning (Milke Family Foundation, 2001). Specifically, 
the project was focused in the areas of earth science, life science, and physical science, three 
areas that are particularly suitable for incorporating teaching strategies that stimulate student 
interest in science. 
I. 6. HYPOTHESES 
1.6.1. Statements of hypotheses regarding agarose stabilization of fragile biofilms for 
quantitative structure analysis 
1.6.1 .1. Rationale 
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Provide a simple approach which will allow researchers to bring the strengths of flow cell 
analysis to structurally weak biofilm communities. Advantages include the use of a non-toxic, 
widely available, easy-to-handle polymer, leading to statistically verifiable, reproducible 
measurements ofbiofilm structure. 
1.6.1 .2. Statements of hypotheses 
The objective ofthis work is to develop a technique for stabilizing flow cell-cultivated biofilms 
that facilitates imaging and analysis of fragile biofilms. By stabilizing "weak" or "fragile" 
biofilms, using a polymer such as agarose, the three-dimensional imaging ofbiofilms, as well as 
the quantitative measurements using digital image analysis, will be enhanced. Agarose was used 
to stabilize fragile biofilms cultivated in parallel plate flow cells prior to imaging by CLSM. A 
ceramic heat pad was added to the flow cell to maintain agarose fluidity until the biofilm was 
enveloped. Quantitative digital image analysis was utilized in order to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of this technique for generating reproducible measurements of a three-dimensional 
biofilm structure. This method will benefit researchers who transport their flow cell-cultivated 
biofilms to a core facility for imaging. 
1.6.2. Statements of hypotheses regarding LuxS influences E. coli biofilm formation 
through AI-2-dependent and -independent modalities 
1.6.2.1. Rationale 
This work supports the theory that luxS affects biofilm structure. The applied 
significance to this research lies in potentiating antibiotics for treating biofilm infections. 
1.6.2.2. Statements of hypotheses 
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The objective of this work is to examine the role of luxS in E. coli W311 0 biofilm 
formation, AI-2 production, autoaggregation, and fimbriation. E. coli quorum sensing signal AI-
2 affects biofilm formation; therefore, changes in AI-2 synthase (luxS) expression should 
influence biofilm development. The LuxS protein is an autoinducer synthase that is derived 
from the luxS gene, and produces AI-2. In the scientific community, there are two competing 
models ofLuxS function. One, AI-2 is a signal, two, AI-2 is a waste product. The biofilm 
structure of the luxS deletion mutant strain E. coli MDAI2 was observed after the addition of 
synthetic AI-2 (DPD-which undergoes autocyclization into AI-2) and homocysteine; hence, the 
luxS capability that affects biofilm formation was determined. 
1.6.3. Statements of hypotheses regarding preparing Georgia's middle school science 
teachers to integrate inquiry-based, hands-on research modules in the classroom 
1.6.3 .1. Rationale 
The U.S. Department of Education (US DoE) last reported that 47% of all gth graders in 
the state fell below the national achievement level for science (Grigg et al. , 2006). Moreover, in 
2009, the Georgia Department of Education ( GA DoE) reported that a high percentage of 61h, ih, 
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and gth grade students did not meet the standards in science on the Georgia Criterion-Referenced 
Competency Test (CRCT) (GA DoE, 2009). In the Atlanta Public and Fulton County school 
systems (where failure to meet the requisite standards ranged from 39 to 51% and 19 to 30%, 
respectively), these numbers are a particular source of concern. Student achievement data 
demonstrate the need for projects that motivate students to learn about science. Research shows 
that children, especially girls, start to lose interest in science in middle school (Women in 
Science, 2008). In addition, there have been numerous reports that a high proportion of our 
nation's middle school public school teachers (in many cases exceeding 60%) are teaching out-
of-field (Ingersoll, 2003). Therefore, it is essential to have passionate, confident, and well-
trained science teachers at this level. 
1.6.3 .2. Statements of hypotheses 
The ultimate goal of this work is to have quality teachers in every science classroom 
throughout the state. In order to accomplish this large-scale objective, it is necessary to begin by 
improving teacher quality and effectiveness one teacher at a time. Through this project teachers 
strengthened and deepened their content knowledge and laboratory skills in the areas of earth 
science, life science, and physical science based on Georgia's Performance Standards in grades 
6th, 7th and 8th. Teachers were provided with resource materials, laboratory supplies, and 
instructional strategies that gave them the confidence necessary for effectively teaching lessons 
that are hands-on, inquiry-based, and interdisciplinary. As a result, student learning and attitude 
towards science was enhanced, and teachers are better equipped to give Georgia's students a 
solid foundation in the sciences. 
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Figure 1.1. Biosynthetic pathway for AI -1 and AI -2. SAM, S-adenosylmethionine; HSL, 
homoserine lactone; MT A, methylthioadenosine; MTR, methylthioribose. SAM, S-
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Figure 1.2. Various common QS systems. (a) Representative QS system in many Gram-negative 
bacteria; Luxl, HSL synthase; LuxR, transcriptional regulator protein; (b) Typical QS system in 
Gram-positive bacteria; H (histidine) and D (aspartate), the conserved phosphorylation sites on 
the two-component proteins; P, phosphorylation; (c) V harveyi QS circuit, LuxLM, AI -1 
synthase; LuxS, enzyme for production of AI-2. 
2. AGAROSE STABILIZATION OF FRAGILE BIOFILMS FOR QUANTITATIVE 
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2.1. ABSTRACT 
Agarose was used to stabilize fragile biofilms cultivated in parallel plate flow cells prior 
to imaging by confocal laser scanning microscopy. An essential element to the success of the 
procedure was the application of a ceramic heat pad to the flow cell to maintain agarose fluidity 
until the biofilm was enveloped. Quantitative digital image analysis demonstrated the 
effectiveness of this technique for generating reproducible measurements of three dimensional 
biofilm structure. The described method will also benefit researchers who transport their flow 
cell-cultivated biofilms to a core facility for imaging. 
2.2. INTRODUCTION 
Microbial biofilms are communities of microorganisms attached to surfaces that are 
ubiquitous in the environment and can be causes of chronic infection (Mah and O'Toole 2001). 
Biofilms have a three-dimensional structure that affects the diffusion of solutes including 
nutrients, electron acceptors and signaling molecules. As a consequence, biofilm structure can 
significantly affect the activity of inhabitant cells as well as their interactions with other 
microorganisms. A powerful tool for investigating the role of biofilm structure on cellular 
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activity is the parallel plate flow cell, which allows non-destructive three-dimensional imaging of 
biofilms using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) or deconvolution microscopy 
(Busscher and van der Mei 1995; Pamp, Sternberg et al. 2009). An important feature ofusing 
flow cells is that they facilitate quantitative measurements using digital image analysis, 
improving the rigor of biofilm research. 
There are several reports in the scientific literature describing biofilms that are "weak" or 
"fragile", either from their intrinsic character or resulting from specific mutations (Inoue, 
Shingaki et al. 2003; Fong, Karplus et al. 2006; Perez, Pedros et al. 2006; Coufort, Derlon et al. 
2007; Sambanthamoorthy, Schwartz et al. 2008). These biofilms easily dissociate when handled 
and are not amenable to imaging and quantitative analysis. We recently worked with the luxS 
deletion mutant Escherichia coli MDAI2 (DeLisa, Wu et al. 2001), which formed biofilms 
during growth in flow cells, but that readily dissociated after being removed from a continuous 
flow of nutrient broth. We considered several approaches for circumventing this problem. An 
option for imaging fragile biofilms is "real time" imaging, where three-dimensional biofilm 
growth is continuously monitored microscopically using a flow cell that is anchored to the 
microscope stage (Klayman, Volden et al. 2009). This approach requires uninterrupted use of a 
suitable microscope such as a CLSM for extended periods of time and in most cases requires that 
the cells of interest have an internal marker such as green fluorescent protein or luciferase. 
An alternative approach involves stabilizing the biofilm with a polymer prior to imaging. 
Using this approach, flow cell-cultivated biofilms can be investigated using fluorescent dyes, 
permitting quantitative analysis without the use of fluorescent or bioluminescent proteins. 
Polymer stabilization also has the advantage of keeping the biofilm safe for transport to 
microscopes located in a research institution's core facility . In this work, we report a technique 
for stabilizing flow cell-cultivated biofilms that facilitates imaging and analysis of fragile 
biofilms. 
2.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.3.1. Strains and culture conditions 
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E. coli MDAI2 or a complemented variant harboring plasmid pMS234, a pBAD-family 
vector carrying luxS (Beeston and Surette 2002), were used throughout this study. Strain MDAI2 
pMS234 was grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth supplemented with 0.1% arabinose to induce 
luxS expression; strain MDAI2 was grown in LB broth supplemented with 0.5 mM 
homocysteine. Both strains formed biofilms that readily dissociated from the substratum once the 
flow cell was removed from a continuous flow of media. 
2.3.2. Biofilm cultivation 
Biofilms were cultivated in parallel plate flow cells as described previously (Niu and 
Gilbert 2004); briefly, aerated liquid media maintained at 37°C were inoculated and then 
recirculated via peristaltic pump through a flow cell at 0.35 mL min-1 (Figure 2.1 ). The 
following modifications were introduced: the reservoir bottle was replaced with a 50 mL conical 
tube containing 20 mL of medium, and cells were recirculated for 5 h only. The purpose ofthese 




Prior to imaging, each biofilm was rinsed for 7 minutes with 50 mM phosphate buffer 
(pH= 7.2) at 0.35 mL min-1• All ofthe biofilms analyzed in this work were stained with 10 11g 
mL-1 acridine orange, except for those treated with 3% agarose, which were stained with 50 11M 
SYTO 59 (Invitrogen, USA). For biofilms stained with acridine orange, fluorescent dye was 
continuously added to the flow cell by pump at 0.35 mL min-1 via the influent line (Figure 2.1A) 
for 10 min. For biofilms stained with SYTO 59, the dye was added as described for acridine 
orange except that the pump was turned off for 3 min once the dye had filled the flow chamber. 
After staining, all biofilms were rinsed with phosphate buffer for 7 min. 
2.3.4. Agarose stabilization 
Low-melting agarose was obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). Agarose 
solutions ranging from 1% (0.1 g agarose/ 10 mL H20) to 5% (0.5 g agarose/ 10 mL H20) were 
prepared by heating in a microwave for 10 sec in a loosely-capped 15 mL conical tube, followed 
by gentle inversion to mix while minimizing the formation of air bubbles. This process was 
repeated twice, until the agarose was dissolved. Because microwave ovens vary, the temperature 
of the agarose after each round of mixing was measured; the recorded temperatures were 57°C, 
67°C and 77°C for the first, second and third rounds, respectively, and the temperature 
immediately prior to use was 77 °C. Melted agarose was subsequently introduced into the flow 
cell by placing the influent tubing of the peristaltic pump into the conical tube and pumping at 
0.35 mL min-1 until the flow cell chamber was filled (Figure 2.2A). 
To prevent polymerization of the agarose from occurring prematurely, the flow cell was 
wrapped in a ceramic heat pad (Thermionics, Springfield, IL, USA) warmed to 44 ± 1 oc prior to 
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pumping in the melted agarose (Figure 2B). Once the agarose had filled the flow cell, the heat 
pad was removed and refrigerated cooling packs (RCPs) chilled to 4°C were placed on both sides 
to increase the rate of agarose polymerization (Figure 2.2C). 
2.3.5. Imaging 
Stabilized biofilms were visualized by CLSM using the 1 OX and 40X objectives of a 
Zeiss LSM51 0 microscope with excitation at 488 nm; details on the microscope settings are 
described elsewhere (O'Connell, Kottkamp et al. 2006). Digital image analysis was carried out 
using COMSTAT (Heydom, Nielsen et al. 2000); all experiments were performed in triplicate. 
For experiments involving differential interference contrast (DIC) light microscopy, a flow cell 
with extended-length influent and effluent tubing was attached to the stage of a Nikon Eclipse 
E600 microscope equipped with DIC optics; otherwise, biofilms were cultivated and rinsed as 
described above. The resultant biofilms could be visualized without being removed from the 
microscope stage and were imaged using a 1 OX Plan Fluor objective. 
2. 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the absence of agarose to aid with stabilization, rapid deterioration of biofilms grown 
from either strain MDAI2 or strain MDAI2 pMS234 occurred during handling of the flow cell 
(Figure 2.3). When agarose was initially used, several issues related to viscosity or premature 
polymerization were observed. Pumping 3% agarose into the flow cell caused significant 
structural damage to the biofilm; thus, progressively more dilute concentrations were added until 
1% was reached, a concentration that was found to stabilize macrocolony structure. Additional 
experimentation found that providing heat to the flow chamber via a heat pad as the 1% agarose 
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was added made it easier to reproducibly stabilize the biofilms and improved the quality of the 
resultant images, as indicated by upright structures attached to the substratum and complex 
morphology (Figure 2.4). The application ofRCPs to the flow cell after introduction of agarose 
reduced the time required for polymerization from approximately 30 minutes to 10 minutes. 
Quantitative digital image analysis determined that the agarose stabilization technique generated 
reproducible biofilms (Table 2.1). Imaging by DIC light microscopy indicated that the addition 
of agarose caused minimal changes to the biofilm structure (Figure 2.5). 
2.4.1. Selecting an optimal heat pad temperature 
Two competing issues emerged with respect to selecting a temperature for the ceramic 
heat pad. On one hand, the temperature had to be high enough to keep the agarose fluid as it 
surrounded the biofilm. On the other hand, the temperature needed to be kept as low as possible 
to minimize any thermal perturbations to the biofilm structure. Low melting agarose is in part 
dependent on agarose concentration and begins to polymerize below 3 7°C, gelling at 24 oc -
28°C; thus to prevent issues with premature solidification from occurring, it was decided that the 
agarose temperature should not fall below 40°C. To determine the initial temperature at which 
the heat pad should be set, two variables had to be measured: the cooling rate of the heat pad and 
the time required for agarose to fill the flow cell. The heat pad cooling rate was measured in 
triplicate (Figure 2.6). The fluid travel time was measured from the pump influent (Figure 2.1A) 
to the flow cell exit. The fluid travel time is dependent on the tubing length and volume, the fluid 
viscosity and the pump rate, and in the configuration that was used, fluid travel times were 
approximately 3 min for all of the investigated agarose concentrations. Given the measured 
cooling kinetics, it was anticipated that the heat pad temperature would decline almost 3°C 
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during the time it took for the agarose to reach and fill the flow cell; thus, an initial temperature 
of 44°C ensured that the flow cell temperature would not fall below 40°C over the course of the 
procedure. 
2.4.2. Assessing the effect of refrigerated cooling packs on biofilm structure 
The use of refrigerated cooling packs (RCPs) for agarose stabilization of biofilms could 
potentially affect biofilm structure by altering the physical chemistry of agarose polymerization. 
To determine whether accelerated cooling from RCPs influenced the biofilm structure, biofilms 
of both strain MDAI2 and strain MDAI2 pMS234 were stabilized with 1% agarose as described 
above and were either cooled for 10 min with RCPs or were allowed to stand at 25°C for 30 min 
without RCPs. A minimum of 3 biofilms were imaged for each strain under each condition and 
biofilm structure was analyzed by COMSTAT (Table 2.2). Ofthe 4 parameters that were 
measured for the two strains, only the substratum coverage for strain MDAI2 was significantly 
different (p <0.05), showing a decrease associated with the absence of cooling. Notably, the 
coefficient of variation (CV) measured for the roughness coefficient was higher for strain 
MDAI2 pMS234 when RCPs were not used. This strain forms "tower-like" structures and the 
high CV suggests that these structures occasionally collapsed in the absence of cooling. Several 
manufacturers recommend refrigerating gels prepared from low melting agarose to assist with 
polymerization and it appears that the use of RCPs benefited agarose stabilization of strain 
MDAI2 pMS234. 
Two additional comments regarding the experiments are warranted. First, two fluorescent 
dyes were used for staining biofilms. Initially, biofilms were stained with SYTO 59, but to 
control costs associated with the use of this dye, the pump was turned off for 3 min once the dye 
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filled the flow chamber. As we pursued work with fragile biofilms, it became apparent that 
staining with continuous flow would be preferable to turning off and on the pump in order to 
avoid any adverse effects on biofilm structure. Subsequently, we used acridine orange, which is 
less expensive than SYTO 59 and yielded good quality images. Second, the data presented in 
Table 1 for assessing the reproducibility of agarose stabilization indicate that estimates of the 
substratum coverage and roughness coefficient for one replicate of strain MDAI2 pMS234 were 
significantly different than those measured for the other two replicates. We could not identify 
specific factors that contributed to the measured differences. Generally, biofilms exhibit 
structural heterogeneity which can be affected by both biotic and abiotic factors (Costerton, 
Lewandowski et al. 1995; Picioreanu, van Loosdrecht et al. 1998). We were reassured by the 
agreement of the other measured parameters for this strain and also the agreement in the 
measurements that were taken for strain MDAI2. 
2.5. CONCLUSION 
In principle, the idea of introducing agarose into flow cells to stabilize three dimensional 
biofilm structures is not complex. In practice, the technical challenges of accomplishing this 
without damaging the biofilm are significant. The use of a heat pad was essential to quality 
imaging, most likely because the flow cell shape conducted heat away from the melted agarose, 
causing it to polymerize and increase in viscosity before the biofilm structure was surrounded. 
Additionally, the use of a low agarose concentration reduced damage to the biofilm structure, 
presumably by lessening the drag of fluid agarose on delicate three-dimensional features. 
Previously reported techniques for stabilizing biofilms prior to three dimensional imaging 
include acrylamide injection (Moller, Sternberg et al. 1998), resin capture (Decho and 
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Kawaguchi 1999) and 1% agarose for in situ aquatic chambers (Eaglesham, Lion et al. 2004). 
The presented technique expands this set of available tools by providing a simple approach that 
allows researchers to bring the strengths of flow cell analysis to structurally weak biofilm 
communities. Advantages include the use of a non-toxic, widely available, easy-to-handle 
polymer, leading to statistically verifiable, reproducible measurements ofbiofilm structure. It is 
likely that agarose stabilization will be applicable for a wide range of gram-negative and gram-
positive bacteria; we recommend additional investigations to test this hypothesis. 
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Table 2.1. Reproducibility of agarose-stabilized biofilm structural featuresa 
Structural parameter 
Substratum Average Roughness 
Number of Biomass, coverage, height, coefficient 
Strain ReQiicate measurements, n ~m3/~m2 12ercent ~m 
E. coli 1 9 113 ± 8 95 ± 2 110±7 0.22 ± 0.05 
MDAI2 2 8 92 ± 15 62 ± 8 * 109 ± 16 0.56 ± 0.13* 
pMS234 3 6 116 ± 19 96± 3 115±19 0.23 ± 0.06 
E. coli 9 65 ± 9 91 ± 4 62 ± 8 0.34 ± 0.07 
MDAI2 2 10 65 ± 5 88 ± 3 63 ± 5 0.35 ± 0.03 
3 9 52± 6 79 ± 8 49± 6 0.52 ± 0.10 
a Biofilms stabilized with 1% agarose, added with heat, as described in the Materials and Methods. 
Parameters measured using COMST AT (Heydorn et al., 2000) 
6For each strain, parameter measurements are not significantly different from one 
another (p > 0.05) unless indicated by an asterisk(*). Data are mean± SEM. 
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Table 2.2. Effect of refrigerated cooling packs (RCPs) on biofilrn structural featuresa 
Structural parameter 
Biomass, Substratum Average Roughness 
Strain Conditione llm3/flm2 coverage, percent height, llm coefficient 
E. coli MDAI2 with cooling 92± 37 92 ± 9 91 ± 38 0.30±0.15 
pMS234 (0.40) (0 .1 0) (0.42) (0.51) 
without 93 ± 36 82 ± 23 97 ± 36 0.30 ± 0.36 
cooling (0.39) (0 .28) (0.37) (1.08) 
E. coli with cooling 61 ± 20 86 ± 16 58± 19 0.40 ± 0.21 
MDAI2 (0.33) (0 .19) (0.34) (0.54) 
without 56± 23 71 ± 13 * 60± 23 0.35 ± 0.21 
cooling (0.40) (0.19) (0.39) (0.62) 
a Biofilms stabilized with 1% agarose as described in the Materials and Methods. Parameters measured 
using COMSTA T (Heydom et al. , 2000). 
bFor each strain, parameter measurements are not significantly different from one another (p > 0.05) 
unless indicated by an asterisk(*). Data are mean± SD; coefficients of variation are in parentheses. 
cDefinition ofterms: "with cooling", biofilms were cooled for 10 min with RCPs; "without cooling", 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of flow cell set-up. 1, sterile inlet. 2, water bath. 3, media 
reservoir. 4, influent tubing leading to pump. 5, peristaltic pump. 6, flow cell. 7, media return. 
Tubing is disconnected at A for staining and to add agarose solution to the flow cell. After 
agarose has been added, the flow cell is disconnected at B and C for transport to the 
microscopy core facility. 
Figure 2.2. Technique for stabilizing biofilms in flow cells using agarose. A: After the biofilm 
has been stained, dissolved agarose solution is pumped into the flow cell using the influent 
tubing. B: The ceramic heat pad is placed around the flow cell to keep the agarose from 
polymerizing prematurely. C: Ice packs are placed on both sides of the flow cell after the 
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Figure 2.3. Issues associated with stabilizing flow cell-grown biofilms with agarose. Left: DIC 
light microscopy revealed confluent biofilms of E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 and E. coli MDAI2 
prior to transport to the CLSM. Second from left: Most of the biomass detached from the 
substratum within 20 minutes after being removed from the peristaltic pump. Note the dimness 
of the images caused by interference from detached cells in the bulk fluid. Second from right: 
3% agarose sheared the biofilm from the substratum, leaving a monolayer of cells. Note the 
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"ripples" of cells at the substratum for E. coli MDAI2. Right: 2% agarose caused the biofilms to 
lift off of the substratum, evident in the vertical cross sections. Microscopy: DIC images, lOOX 
magnification. CLSM images, lOOX magnification; stained with acridine orange, except at 3% 
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Figure 2.4. Applying heat to the flow cell while adding 1% agarose improves biofilm integrity. 
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Left, biofilms without heating. Note the detached biomass in the upper and right panels (vertical 
cross sections). Right, biofilms with heating. The vertical cross sections indicate intact biomass 
attached to the substratum with stabilized 3D structures. Note the detail visible in the biofilm 







Figure 2.5. Minimal changes to the biofilm structure resulted from adding 1% agarose coupled 
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with heating. Left: E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 and E. coli MDAI2 biofilms prior to adding agarose. 
Right: the same biofilms 30 minutes after 1% agarose was added. Note the slight changes in the 
position of the "mushroom" structures that are evident after agarose was added to the E. coli 
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Figure 2.6. Ceramic heat pad cooling rate. Temperatures were measured in triplicate. Axes for 
inset are the same as for the large graph. Linear regression for the temperature change between 0 
- 5 min: y = -0.798x + 45 .01 ; R2 = 0.998. 
3. LUXS INFLUENCES ESCHERICHIA COLIBIOFILM FORMATION THROUGH 
AUTOINDUCER-2-DEPENDENT AND -INDEPENDENT MODALITIES 
C. Niu, C.M. Robbins1, K. J. Pittman1, J. L. Osborn, B. A. Stubblefield, R. B. Simmons, and E. 
S. Gilbert* 
*Corresponding author. 1 These authors contributed equally. 
3.1. ABSTRACT 
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Enteric bacteria including Escherichia coli produce and respond to the small molecule 
autoinducer-2 (AI-2), a product of the LuxS enzyme. We found AI-2-independent effects of 
LuxS on biofilm-related phenotypes, revealing LuxS to be a versatile enzyme that could assist E. 
coli in adapting to diverse conditions. A luxS deletion mutant of E. coli W311 0 and an inducible 
plasmid-/uxS complemented strain were used to identify affected phenotypes. Differential 
interference contrast microscopy revealed distinct surface colonization patterns. Confocal 
microscopy followed by quantitative image analysis determined differences in biofilm 
topography correlating with luxS expression; deletion mutant biofilms had a "spreading" 
phenotype whereas the complement had a "climbing" phenotype. Addition of exogenous DPD, 
an AI-2 precursor, to the deletion mutant increased both biofilm height and biomass, whereas 
addition of the methyl donor S-adenosyl methionine prevented the luxS complemented strain 
from producing a thick biofilm. The luxS complemented strain autoaggregated, indicating that 
fimbriae production was inhibited, which was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy. 
DPD could not induce autoaggregation in the deletion mutant, demonstrating that fimbriation 
was an AI-2-independent phenotype. Carbon utilization was affected by LuxS and may have 
contributed to the observed phenotypic differences. We conclude that LuxS has multiple 
functions in E. coli ecology. 
3.2. INTRODUCTION 
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The gut is a principal interface between humans and their environment. Recent efforts to 
characterize the human microbiome have revealed tremendous diversity within the inhabitant 
microbial communities (Qin, Li et al. 201 0) and have raised numerous questions about the 
interactions within them, which could be beneficial or detrimental to the host (Macfarlane and 
Dillon 2007; Macfarlane 2008). Many of the enteric bacteria are found in biofilms, or surface-
attached communities of microorganisms, associated with the epithelial mucosa. The high cell 
density and close physical proximity of bacteria in biofilms fosters relationships that range from 
cooperative to antagonistic (Robinson, Bohannan et al. 2010; Mitri, Xavier et al. 2011). Such 
cell-cell interactions may be mediated by small molecules acting as signal, cues and inhibitors. 
The enteric bacteria Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica produce and respond to the 
small molecule autoinducer-2 (AI-2; (Camilli and Bassler 2006)). Synthesized by the 
autoinducer synthase LuxS and its homologs, AI-2 is a family of interconverting molecules 
derived from a common 5-carbon precursor (Xavier, Miller et al. 2007) and has notably been 
proposed to be an interspecies signal (Federle and Bassler 2003; Federle 2009). In E. coli, 
significant progress has been made elucidating the Lsr regulatory pathway through which AI-2 
controls biofilm formation and other phenotypes ((Xavier and Bassler 2005; Gonzalez Barrios, 
Zuo et al. 2006; Li, Attila et al. 2007). LuxS has another identity as a component of the activated 
methyl cycle, where it converts S-ribosyl homocysteine to homocysteine and 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-
pentanedione (DPD) (Winzer, Hardie et al. 2002; Vendeville, Winzer et al. 2005) (Figure 3.1 ). 
The activated methyl cycle influences numerous metabolic pathways, including synthesis of S-
adenosyl methionine, a metabolite which participates in diverse cellular activities including 
genetic and epigenetic regulation (Casadesus and Low, 2006). Thus LuxS could influence 
biofilm production and other phenotypes in E. coli by two modalities: production of the AI-2 
signal and by AI-2-independent modification of intracellular metabolite levels. 
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Biofilms are assemblages of cells with diverse physiological states. In a typical E. coli-
containing biofilm, it would be expected that luxS expression would vary widely within the 
population. Moreover, measurements of AI-2 levels in E. coli indicate that they are growth phase 
dependent, rising in early log phase, peaking in mid-log phase and declining in stationary phase 
(Wang, Hashimoto et al. 2005; Xavier and Bassler 2005). To simplify characterizing the 
phenotypes associated with luxS expression during E. coli growth, we worked with a set of 
bacteria that maintained "always on" or "always off' states. For the presented experiments, we 
used wild type E. coli W311 0, its luxS deletion mutant strain MDAI2, and a luxS-complemented 
variant ofMDAI2 to investigate changes in biofilm formation, carbon utilization, uronic acid 
production, autoaggregation and fimbriation. The data indicate both AI-2-dependent and-
independent effects on phenotypes that could help E. coli adapt to the enteric environment. 
3.3. RESULTS 
3.3.1. AI-2 production by the W3110 set 
AI-2 production by E. coli W3110 growing in batch culture peaked by 4.5 h, and returned 
to background levels by 20 h (Figure 3.2). AI-2 production by E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 increased 
during the first 8 h and did not decline below 70 times controls levels for at least 20 h, due to 
arabinose-induced transcription of plasmid-borne luxS. E. coli MDAI2 and E. coli MDAI2 
pBAD18 were unable to produce AI-2. 
3.3.2. DIC microscopy 
DIC microscopy ofbiofilms determined that strains E. coli MDAI2 and E. coli MDAI2 
pBAD18 arranged in clusters whereas E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 formed dense biofilms and 
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· occupied a larger surface area than E. coli MDAI2 (Figure 3.3). The biofilm architecture of E. 
coli W311 0 was a combination of that observed for the luxS mutant and the complement strains. 
3.3.3. CLSM analysis of biofilm structure 
The dramatic differences in biofilm organization visualized by DIC microscopy 
suggested that luxS expression levels could affect the three-dimensional structure of mature 
biofilms. To investigate this possibility, CLSM was employed for imaging flow cell-grown 
biofilms, followed by quantitative image analysis. The biofilms that formed were fragile and 
were prone to disintegration during transport to the microcopy core facility; to solve this 
problem, they were stabilized with 1% agarose prior to imaging (Pittman, Robbins et al. 201 0). 
The stabilized biofilms could be imaged through thicknesses approaching 300 microns, resulting 
in clear images ofbiofilm topography for each strain (Figure 3.4). 
A notable difference in biofilm structure associated with luxS expression was the 
variation in size and shape as a function of distance from the substratum. This variation was 
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quantified using the AREALA YER function ofCOMSTAT, which measures biomass as a 
percentage of the total area of each optical slice in the image stack. By plotting the measured 
percentages as a function of depth, a "biofilm profile" for each strain could be assembled (Figure 
3.5). This work revealed that E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 (luxS overexpresser) had a thick, tall 
profile whereas E. coli MDAI2 (luxS deletion mutant) had a compact, spreading profile. Analysis 
of strain MDAI2 pBAD 18 (control vector) indicated that the bulk of changes measured between 
strains MDAI2 and MDAI2 pMS234 were due to luxS expression and not to the presence of the 
high-copy number pMS234 vector. 
It became apparent that the structural differences between biofilms of E. coli MDAI2 and 
E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 were distinct phenotypes that could be used in a complementation assay. 
The assay could be used to query the role of cellular metabolites affected by luxS expression 
levels in biofilm development. To determine whether AI-2 affected E. coli biofilm structure, 
exogenous DPD (final concentration: 10 f.!M) was added to E. coli MDAI2 (fj.luxS) cells during 
biofilm cultivation. After 5 h recirculation, an increase in the biomass, its distribution and the 
biofilm maximum height was evident in comparison to strain MDAI2 with no added DPD 
(Figure 3.5A). The AI-2 complemented biofilm structure was intermediate in height and size 
with respect to strain MDAI2 and strain MDAI2 pMS234 and indicated an AI-2-mediated role 
for luxS in determining biofilm structure. 
In 2006, the Sperandio laboratory published an outstanding paper that offered several 
hypotheses to explain the effect of luxS deletion on E. coli phenotypes (Walters, Sircili et al. 
2006). The basis of their model was that luxS deletion prevented the production of homocysteine 
from S-ribosyl homocysteine, which resulted in several metabolic shifts for the cell (see Figure 
3.1). Changes in homocysteine levels were predicted to lower both methionine and SAM levels. 
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A hypothesized cellular response to the absence of lu.xS-derived homocysteine was for the cell to 
make homocysteine starting with oxaloacetate and then via aspartate; this metabolic shift was 
expected to influence other metabolite pools and lead to systemic changes. We used the 
structural differences in strain MDAI2 and strain MDAI2 pMS234 biofilms to evaluate some of 
these hypotheses. 
First, to determine whether homocysteine depletion influenced biofilm structure, we 
cultured strain MDAI2 with homocysteine added to the growth medium (final concentration: 500 
J..LM); if homocysteine depletion was responsible for the observed biofilm structural differences 
between strain MDAI2 and strain MDAI2 pMS234, then adding exogenous homocysteine should 
make the MDAI2 biofilm more like that ofMDAI2 pMS234. Analysis of the resultant biofilms 
indicated that the structure was mostly similar to MDAI2 but with a wider base (Figure 3.5B). 
Similarly, complementation of strain MDAI2 with di-aspartate (aspartate source; final 
concentration: 500 J..LM (Walters, Sircili et al. 2006) did not shift the biofilm structure to that of 
MDAI2 pMS234, although there was a measurable difference in biomass at heights > 110 urn 
above the substratum (Figure 3.5C). Lastly, we hypothesized that depletion of SAM due to luxS 
overexpression by strain MDAI2 pMS234 could result in the thick, tall biofilm phenotype. To 
test this idea, strain MDAI2 pMS234 was grown in medium containing 2.5 mM SAM. The 
addition of SAM shifted the biofilm structure in the direction of MDAI2 with less biomass 
overall in the biofilm and a shorter biofilm; there was more biomass at heights > 1 00 urn above 
the substratum (Figure 3.5D). These data suggested an AI-2-independent role for luxS in 
determining biofilm structure via SAM levels. There was no significant change (p < 0.05) in the 
growth rates of strains MDAI2 or MDAI2 pMS234 resulting from the addition of exogenous 
metabolites at the tested concentrations. 
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3.3.4. TEM imaging, fimbriae type and autoaggregation assay of the W3110 set 
In batch culture, TEM imaging determined that fimbriae were present after 3.5 h (not 
shown) and 14 h cultivation (Figure 3.6) for E. coli MDAI2, whereas no fimbriation occurred at 
either time point for E. coli MDAI2 pMS234. For the wild type strain E. coli W3110, no 
fimbriae were detected at 3.5 h but were present at 14 h. PCR analysis indicated that only Type 1 
fimbriae were produced by E. coli W311 0 or E. coli MDAI2. In 17 h batch cultures, E. coli 
MDAI2 pMS234 autoaggregated, but not E. coli W3110 or strain MDAI2 (Figure 3.7). 
Autoaggregation was not affected by the pBAD 18 vector or the presence of arabinose in the 
culture medium. The addition of up to 25 uM DPD to strain MDAI2 did not promote 
autoaggregation. TEM imaging determined that fimbriae production by E. coli MDAI2 was not 
inhibited after cultivation with 10 !J.M DPD (data not shown). 
3.3.5. Carbon utilization assay 
48 of the 95 carbon sources contained in the GN2 MicroPlate were metabolized by E. coli 
W311 0. For purposes of comparison, the activity of the W311 0 set was normalized to the 
activity of the parental strain. Of the 48 metabolized compounds, E. coli MDAI2 (luxS deletion 
mutant) metabolized 29 ofthem similarly to strain W3110. The remaining 19 compounds were 
metabolized at least 20 percent less than they were metabolized by strain W311 0 (Table 3.1 ). Of 
the 19 metabolized compounds, seven were differentially transformed by strains MDAI2, 
MDAI2 pBAD18 and MDAI2 pMS234, and five were more extensively metabolized by strain 
MDAI2 pMS234 than by strains MDAI2 and MDAI2 pBAD18. 
3.3.6. Uronic acids production 
Uronic acids, which are components of the EPS building block colanic acid (Danese, 
Pratt et al. 2000), were not produced at different levels within the W311 0 set (data not shown). 
3.3.7. Analysis of total protein production and specific growth rates 
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Batch cultures were grown to exponential phase, with OD6oo values ranging from 0.53 to 
0.56. The BCA standard assay indicated that all four strains produced the same level of total 
protein, ranging from 221 ± 7 to 23 8 ± 4 !-!g mL-1• The specific growth rates of the W311 0 set 
were: strain W3110, 1.4 ± 0.1 h-1; strain MDAI2, 1.4 ± 0.1 h-1; strain MDAI2 pBAD18, 1.6 ± 0.1 
h-1; strain MDAI2 pMS234, 1.4 ± 0.1 h-1• 
3. 4. DISCUSSION 
Beginning shortly after the discovery of AI-2 as a putative quorum sensing signal, LuxS 
has been at the center of a battleground in the world of bacterial cell signaling. AI-2 was 
proposed to be an interspecies signal based on the widespread presence of the luxS gene among 
both Gram negative and Gram positive species (Federle and Bassler 2003; Camilli and Bassler 
2006; Federle 2009), a compelling hypothesis that stimulated extensive research. A 
counterargument was made, pointing out that the identity of LuxS had been "S-ribosyl 
homocysteine cleavage enzyme" before it was dubbed "autoinducer-2 synthase" and its function 
was within the activated methyl cycle (Miller and Duerre 1968; Winzer, Hardie et al. 2002). 
From this point of view, AI-2 was not a signal but rather was a waste product. More recently, the 
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Lsr system was identified in E. coli, explaining in detail how AI-2 could serve as a signal in this 
organism (Gonzalez Barrios, Zuo et al. 2006; Li, Attila et al. 2007). Other work has found 
diverse phenotypes in different species that are controlled by LuxS or exogenously added AI-2, 
including virulence gene expression in Vibrio cholerae (Zhu, Miller et al. 2002), Streptococcus 
pyogenes (Lyon, Madden et al. 2001), and Bacillus anthracis (Jones, Peterson et al. 2010) and 
biofilm formation by S. mutans (Merritt, Qi et al. 2003) and Salmonella typhi (Prouty, 
Schwesinger et al. 2002). On the other hand, a comparative genomic analysis indicated a non-
quorum sensing role for luxS in most bacteria (Rezzonico and Duffy 2008). The present work 
confirms the effect of AI-2 on E. coli biofilm development reported elsewhere (Gonzalez 
Barrios, Zuo et al. 2006) but additionally recognizes the ability of LuxS to alter biofilm structure 
through AI-2-independent effects including changes in fimbriation and SAM-mediated activities. 
LuxS apparently is situated within the E. coli cellular metabolic network such that it can 
influence biofilm development under both high (AI-2-dependent) and low (AI-2-independent) 
cell densities. 
What is the physiological and ecological importance of LuxS activity for E. coli growing 
in its natural habitat? How would both AI-2-dependent and -independent activity benefit the 
cell? Before considering these questions, we first propose the following model to describe the 
role ofLuxS in the physiology of E. coli biofilm development. In the gut epithelial layer, the 
turnover of host cells occurs every few days, exposing uncolonized surface area. When E. coli 
colonizes a newly exposed surface, the local cell density is initially low, and consequently the 
surrounding AI-2 concentration is low. Under these conditions, fimbriae are actively synthesized, 
similar to strain MDAI2. The production of fimbriae may facilitate surface colonization and 
other aspects of initial biofilm formation by E. coli (Pratt and Kolter 1998; Ottoa, Elwingb et al. 
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1999; Moreira, Carneiro et al. 2003). As the population of surface-attached cells increases, local 
AI-2 concentrations rise and AI-2-dependent behavior promotes cell stacking, resulting in a 
biofilm that climbs and fills void spaces. At the same time, AI-2-independent LuxS activity 
reduces fimbriae production as was observed with strain MDAI2 pMS234, producing a densely 
packed biofilm. 
What is the ecological significance of the observed luxS- and AI-2-regulated phenotypic 
changes in E. coli? We suggest two possibilities that are framed in the context of the gut habitat. 
The first is based on competition with neighboring cells for access to nutrients (Flint, Duncan et 
al. 2007). For this scenario, we assume that nutrients arrive primarily by diffusion from the gut 
lumen, such that proximity to the lumen is advantageous for competing with neighboring 
species. When the areal density at the substratum is low, the AI-2 concentration in the 
environment is correspondingly low. Under these conditions, access to nutrients can be 
maximized by spreading out and colonizing surface area, resulting in a biofilm similar to that of 
strain MDAI2. Interestingly, Ling (2010) reported that flagellar motility is enhanced in an E. coli 
luxS deletion mutant, an observation consistent with our proposed model (Ling, Kang et al. 
2010). In contrast, when local AI-2 concentrations are high, it indicates a "crowded 
neighborhood". Under these conditions, it is favorable for E. coli to climb for vertical access to 
nutrients in the lumen and to form a "stacking" biofilm with structure similar to MDAI2 
pMS234. 
A second possibility for the ecological significance of the observed luxS- and AI-2-
regulated phenotypic changes is topographical. In folds among the intestinal villi, fluid flow may 
be slow compared to the lumen, resulting in increased AI-2 concentrations. Under these 
conditions, E. coli cells may stack, similarly to strain MDAI2 pMS234, forming biofilms that 
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"fill in" the surrounding space. On the other hand, near the lumen of the intestine, fluid flow is 
periodically high and could dilute AI-2 concentrations. Under these conditions, E. coli would 
make a flat, spreading biofilm similar to strain MDAI2 that is less likely to be disrupted by shear 
forces . In either model, luxS activity helps E. coli adapt to its environment through both AI-2-
dependent- and -independent modes. 
Differences in luxS expression altered the carbon utilization profile. This finding is in 
agreement with other work demonstrating that LuxS is a regulator of cellular metabolism 
(Winzer, Hardie et al. 2002; Wang, Li et al. 2005). Carbon sources may have a strong effect on 
biofilm development (Klausen, Heydom et al. 2003), suggesting that altered carbon utilization is 
another way that LuxS could affect biofilm structure in both AI-2-dependent and -independent 
modes. A specific example emerging from the presented data concerns the amino acid proline, 
whose consumption was accelerated in strain MDAI2 pMS234. It has been reported that proline-
rich regions ofTibA play an important role in autoaggregation (Cote and Mourez 2011), a 
finding congruous with the enhanced autoaggregation measured for strain MDAI2 pMS234. 
Generally, LuxS could contribute to the E. coli response to changing food sources in the host. It 
is notable that AI-2 production has been detected in diverse commensal intestinal bacteria 
(Lukas, Gorenc et al. 2008) 
Recently, it was reported that Haemophilus injluenzae forms biofilms with increased 
thickness in response to AI -2 (Armbruster, Hong et al. 201 0) and that Streptococcus pneumoniae 
luxS deletion mutants have a flat phenotype compared to the wild type (Vidal, Ludewick et al. 
2011 ). These reports suggest that the luxS-influenced phenotypes of stacking and spreading may 
be general responses. Interestingly, growth of an antibiotic-resistant strain of H injluenzae was 
induced by AI-2 produced by an antibiotic-sensitive strain of M catarrhalis, which was 
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hypothesized to benefit from the protective properties of a thicker biofilm (Armbruster, Hong et 
al. 201 0). This work suggests that a community response to resist toxicants based on biofilm 
formation could be a third reason for AI-2-induced biofilm stacking. 
A few points regarding the use of a high copy number plasmid in strain MDAI2 are 
warranted. First, two lines of evidence (growth kinetics, total protein production) showed that 
the absence of fimbriae in E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 was not the result of increased metabolic 
burden resulting from plasmid maintenance costs or from deleterious changes in metabolism 
associated with the increased transcription of luxS. Additionally, work with the control strain 
MDAI2 pBAD 18 determined that use of the inducer arabinose did not interfere with the analysis 
of luxS-regulated phenotypes. Overall, the data presented herein and the recent work on LuxS 
effects on biofilms in other species suggest that changes in biofilm structure affected by luxS 
may be understood as adaptive mechanisms of bacteria. 
3.5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
3.5.1. Bacterial strains, plasmid, and media 
The following strains were used in this study: E. coli W311 0 (wild type), E. coli MDAI2 
(luxS deletion mutant) (DeLisa, Wu et al. 2001), and Vibrio harveyi BB170 (Bassler, Greenberg 
et al. 1997). The plasmids pBAD18 (Guzman, Belin et al. 1995) or pMS234 (a pBAD18 vector 
containing the E. coli luxS gene (Schauder, Shokat et al. 2001)) were transformed into E. coli 
MDAI2 by electroporation. E. coli strains were grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium at 37°C, 
and V harveyi BB170 was cultivated in autoinducer bioassay (AB) medium (Greenberg, 
Hastings et al. 1979) at 30°C. Media for E. coli MDAI2 pBAD18 and E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 
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were supplemented with 0.1% w/v filter-sterilized arabinose and 100 flg mL-1 ampicillin. For 
ease of communication, the strains E. coli W311 0, E. coli MDAI2, E. coli MDAI2 pBAD 18 and 
E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 are collectively referred to as 'the W311 0 set' throughout this paper. 
3.5.2. Chemicals 
DL-Homocysteine and S-adenosyl-L-methionine were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 
Louis, MO). Aspartate dipeptide was purchased from Bachem (Torrance, CA). DPD was a 
generous gift from Dr. Binghe Wang, Chemistry Department, Georgia State University. 
3.5.3. Using bioluminescence assay to test AI-2 activity of the W3110 set 
Supernatants were collected over a 20 h period from batch cultures of the W3110 set and 
AI -2 activity was measured using the bioluminescent reporter strain V harveyi BB 170, based on 
a modification of a method published by Ren et al (Ren, Sims et al. 2001). Briefly, an overnight 
culture of strain V harveyi BB 170 was diluted 1:5000 into fresh AB medium, and tubes were 
shaking incubated at 30°C. Bioluminescence was measured hourly with a Uni-lite XCEL 
luminometer (BioTrace; NJ, USA). When bioluminescence reached a minimum value (<500 
RLU), cell-free supernatants were added to the culture to reach a 10% v/v oftotal volume. The 
final bioluminescence was measured 1.5 h following the addition of supernatants, and the 
activity of supernatant receiving samples was compared to V harveyi BB 170 controls not 
receiving supernatants. 
3.5.4. Flow cell cultivation and microscopy 
Biofilm cultivation for differential interference contrast (DIC) light microscopy was 
carried out using a previously described technique (Niu and Gilbert 2004). Briefly, cells were 
recirculated through sterile flow cells for 2 h to foster surface colonization; subsequently, the 
apparatus was switched to continuous flow mode for the duration of the experiment (fluid flow 
was 0.35 mL min·1, corresponding to one flow cell volume replacement every 3 min). To 
investigate the effect of metabolic intermediates on biofilm development, a previously 
established modified protocol was applied: cells were recirculated for 5 h, 10 IJ.g mL·1 acridine 
orange was used for staining, and 1.0% agarose was used to stabilize biofilms prior to confocal 
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) (Pittman, Robbins et al. 2010). CLSM settings were as 
described elsewhere (O'Connell, Kottkamp et al. 2006). Image analysis was carried out using 
COMSTA T (Heydom, Nielsen et al. 2000). All biofilms were analyzed in at least duplicate. 
3.5.5. Motility assay 
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Swimming motility ofthe W311 0 set was tested on 0.3% semi-solid agar plates (Niu and 
Gilbert 2004). 
3.5.6. Carbon utilization assay and uronic acids measurement 
Carbon utilization was assessed colorimetrically using GN2 MicroPlates (Biolog, 
Hayward, CA). The W311 0 set was streaked onto LB agar plates with or without 0.1% w/v 
arabinose and incubated overnight at 3 7°C. Cells were transferred to glass tubes containing 
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GN/GP-IF inoculating fluid to reach a turbidity of 70 ± 3% transmittance. GN2 MicroPlates 
were inoculated with 150 !lL of cell suspension per well and were incubated at 3 7°C for 24 ± 1 h. 
MicroPlates were scanned using a Biolog MicroPlate Reader and four replicates were performed 
for each strain. To examine the production ofuronic acids, all strains were cultivated overnight 
in AB medium at 200 rpm, 37°C. 1 mL culture of each strain was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 
min. 200 !lL supernatant was analyzed and OD520 values were measured using a 
spectrophotometer after a series of chemical treatments (Blumenkrantz and Asboe-Hansen 
1973). 
3.5.7. Total protein and specific growth rate measurements 
The W311 0 set was streaked onto LB plates with 0.1% w/v arabinose as required and 
incubated overnight at 3 7°C. 4 mL LB broth with or without 0.1% w/v arabinose were inoculated 
afterwards to an initial OD600 of 0.2, and followed by 1 h incubation at 37°C and 200 rpm. 1 mL 
of each strain was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 2 min and the resulting pellet was resuspended 
in 1 mL 50 mM KH2P04 buffer (pH= 7.2). Cells were lysed through sonication for 5 cycles, 1 
min per cycle. Cellular debris was removed through centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 2 min and 
the amount of total protein was determined using the BCA protein assay kit (Pierce 
Biotechnology, Inc., Rockford, IL). Specific growth rates were calculated from turbidimetric 
analysis in the exponential growth phase of the W311 0 set. Experiments were conducted in 
triplicate, and test tubes containing LB broth were inoculated to an initial OD6oo of 0.02. 
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3.5.8. TEM imaging 
Samples were prepared for TEM by negative staining on Formvar-coated grids, using 
0.5% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) at pH 6.9. A sample of batch culture (2 mL) was centrifuged 
at 10,000 rpm for 1.5 min and the cell pellet was resuspended in 1 mL 50 mM KH2P04 buffer. 
1 0 11L cell suspensions were applied to cover the grid surface and sedimented for 2 minutes. 5 
11L of0.5% PTA was applied onto each grid and staining for 1 min. Excess liquid was removed 
by using filter paper. Grids were examined in a LE0906e transmission electron microscope at a 
voltage of 80 kV. 
3.5.9. Fimbriae type assay 
The type of fimbriae in E. coli W311 0 and E. coli MDAI2 were analyzed by The 
Gastroenteric Disease Center, The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, P A). Strains 
were sent in agar slants and fimbrial genes were tested by PCR assays as per Debroy and 
Maddox (DebRoy and Maddox 2001). 
3.5.10. Autoaggregation assay 
Autoaggregation was determined as per Schembri (Schembri, Christiansen et al. 2001). 
All four strains were cultivated in LB broth with arabinose as required at 200 rpm shaking in a 
3 7°C incubator overnight for 17 h. 4 mL overnight culture of each strain was centrifugated at 
10,000 rpm for 2 min then resuspended in the same volume of 50 mM KH2P04 buffer. The 
resuspension was incubated statically at 37°C for 4 h. A positive reaction was indicated by 
precipitation at the bottom of the culture tube along with an increase in the transparency of the 
liquid medium. All strains were assayed in triplicate. 
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Table 3 .1. Differential utilization of carbon sources by the W311 0 set 
Compounds* MDAI2 I parental t pBAD 18 I parental t pMS234 I parental t 
Differentially utilized compoundst 
D-Galactonic acid lactone 0.57 ± 0.10 0.60 ± 0.05 1.30 ± 0.03 # 
D-Giucuronic acid 0.85 ± 0.18 0.92 ± 0.08 1.77 ± 0.23 # 
a-D-Lactose 0.72 ± 0.06 0.54 ± 0.03 § 0.75 ± 0.05 
D-Melibiose 0.71 ± 0.10 0.60 ± 0.03 0.95 ± 0.12 # 
L-Proline 0.54 ± 0.20 N§ 1.52 ± 0.72 # 
Propionic acid 0.71 ± 0.07 0.39 ± 0.02 § 1.18±0.45 
Pyruvic acid methyl ester 0.80 ± 0.08 0.80 ± 0.03 1.12 ± 0.08 # 
Compounds not differentially utilized but metabolized less than the wild type strain 
L-Arabinose 0.69 ± 0.07 0.82 ± 0.08 0.67 ± 0.04 
L-Asparagine 0.73 ± 0.14 0.52 ± 0.08 0.70±0.15 
D-Galactose 0.74 ± 0.11 0.65 ± 0.03 0.91 ± 0.10 
a -D-Glucose 0.78 ± 0.12 0.64 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.10 
Glucuronamide 0.74 ± 0.14 0.67 ± 0.01 0.66±0.15 
Glycyl-L-glutamic acid 0.79 ± 0.09 0.71 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.08 
Inosine 0.75±0.16 0.50 ± 0.08 0.81 ± 0.06 
D-Mannitol 0.61 ± 0.06 0.57 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.09 
D-Mannose 0.64 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.09 
D-Sorbitol 0.67 ± 0.11 0.74 ± 0.04 0.81 ± 0.09 
Thymidine 0.64 ± 0.12 0.46 ± 0.12 0.72 ± 0.03 
Uri dine 0.62 ± 0.20 0.42 ± 0.06 0.57 ± 0.10 
* Compound found in BIOLOG GN2 MicroPlates, 4 replicate analyses for each strain except duplicate 
for E. coli MDAI2 pBAD18. 
i" Parental strain, E. coli W311 0; mutant strain, E. coli MDAI2; luxS complemented strain, E. coli 
MDAI2 pMS234; complemented control strain, E. coli MDAI2 pBAD18. 
~ Data are presented as the ratios of absorbance measurements of the W311 0 set relative to the 
parental strain (Brandl et al. , 2005). 
§Carbon utilization by MDAI2 pBAD18 is significantly less (p < 0.05) than both ofthe other two 
strains. 
N, no activity. 
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Figure 3.1. LuxS activity affects diverse metabolic processes. LuxS acts as autoinducer-2 
synthase, producing 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione (DPD), which spontaneously forms AI-2. 
LuxS also functions as S-ribosylhomocysteine lyase. This activity contributes to the 
homocysteine pool and helps detoxify S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH), a methyltransferase 
inhibitor. When LuxS activity is blocked, an important route for homocysteine production is 
unavailable and the cell may synthesize homocysteine via oxaloacetate and aspartate, affecting 
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Figure 3.2. AI-2 production by the W3110 set. Open squares, E. coli W3110; closed squares, E. 
coli MDAI2 pMS234; triangles, E. coli MDAI2; crosses, E. coli MDAI2 pBAD18. Inset, AI-2 
production by E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 remained above background levels over the course of the 
experiment as a result of arabinose-inducible luxS transcription. AI-2 production by the wild type 
returned to background levels by 20 h. No production of AI-2 was evident for either strain 
MDAI2 (luxS deletion mutant) or strain MDAI2 pBAD18 (vector-containing control). Cells were 
grown in batch in LB broth; media for strains MDAI2 pMS234 and MDAI2 pBAD18 was 
supplemented with 0.1% arabinose. 
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Figure 3.3. Representative DIC-light microscopy images of24 h biofilms by the W3110 set; a, E. 
coli W3110; b, E. coli MDAI2; c, E. coli MDAI2 pBAD18; d, E. coli MDAI2 pMS234. 
Magnification, 400x. 
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Figure 3.4. Expression levels of luxS significantly affected biofilm structure. The strains of the 
W311 0 set were cultivated as biofilms in flow cells and imaged by CLSM. Biofilms were stained 
with acridine orange and stabilized with 1.0% agarose prior to imaging; see text for details. A, E. 
coli MDAI2 pMS234; b, E. coli MDAI2; c, E. coli W311 0; d, E. coli MDAI2 pBAD 18. 
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Figure 3.5. Quantitative analysis ofbiofilm structure was used to assess the effect of AI-2 and 
activated methyl cycle metabolites on biofilm development. The percent surface area coverage 
for each optical slice (x-axis) was plotted versus distance above the flow cell substratum (y-axis) 
to create a biofilm profile for each strain. In panels A - D, dashed line is E. coli MDAI2 and solid 
line is E. coli MDAI2 pMS234. Panel A: short dash, E. coli MDAI2 pBAD18; diamond, E. coli 
MDAI2 + DPD. Panel B: crosses, E. coli MDAI2 +homocysteine. Panel C: squares E. coli 
MDAI2 pMS234 +SAM. Panel D: asterisks, E. coli MDAI2 + di-aspartate. 
Figure 3.6. Fimbriae were absent when luxS expression was induced. Representative 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of fimbriae associated with bacteria grown in 
batch culture for 14 h; a, E. coli W311 0; b, E. coli MDAI2; c, E. coli MDAI2 pMS234. Bar, a 
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Figure 3.7. E. coli MDAI2 pMS234 autoaggregated when luxS expression was induced. 
Representative image of autoaggregation by the W3110 set; ara, 0.1% w/v arabinose (ara). Left 
to right: E. coli W311 0, E. coli W311 0 + ara, E. coli MDAI2, E. coli MDAI2 pBAD 18 + ara, E. 
coli MDAI2 pMS234 + ara. 
4. PREPARING GEORGIA'S MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHERS TO INTEGRATE 
INQUIRY-BASED, HANDS-ON RESEARCH MODULES IN THE CLASSROOM 
"No Child Left Behind" Title II Part A, PL-107-110, Higher Education Bill 
Sponsoring Institutions: Improving Teacher Quality State Grant (70%), Georgia State 
University's Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Education and the Bio-Bus Program (30%) 
Chandan M. Robbins and Barbara R. Baumstark 
4.1. ABSTRACT 
This project is a new partnership between Atlanta Public and Fulton County school 
systems and Georgia State University (GSU)'s Colleges of Education and Arts and Sciences. 
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The project was geared towards preparing Georgia' s middle school science teachers to integrate 
inquiry-based, hands-on research modules in the classroom. In a five-day summer workshop, 
twenty-four 6th, 7th, and 8th grade teachers from Atlanta Public Schools, Fulton County 
Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cobb County Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Douglas 
County Schools, and Henry County Schools learned new instructional strategies and deepened 
their content knowledge and laboratory skills in earth science, life science, and physical science 
in accordance with Georgia' s Performance Standards. Teachers were provided with resource 
and laboratory materials, and trained to implement an exciting inter-disciplinary research module 
(Medicinal Plants: Merging Science and Folklore) in their classroom during the 2011-2012 
school year. GSU' s Bio-Bus Program, a 30-foot mobile instructional laboratory that travels to 
Georgia' s K-12 schools and presents exciting hands-on activities, conducted follow-up school 
visits to the teachers ' classrooms to assist in the implementation of the module, and to enhance 
teachers ' comfort level with the content and laboratory experiments. A professional learning 
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community (PLC) was established to ensure high sustainability after the end of the project period 
by providing a place for teachers to share best practices, offer suggestions, and seek assistance 
from a team of professors, Bio-Bus staff, and teaching assistants regarding the content and 
classroom activities. Through this project, teachers enhanced content knowledge and confidence 
levels, mastered innovative teaching strategies and integrated inquiry-based, inter-disciplinary, 
hands-on activities in the classroom. As a result, student learning was enhanced, and 
participating students are better equipped to develop a solid foundation in the sciences. 
4.2. INTRODUCTION 
Georgia State University (GSU), the only urban research university in Georgia, is located 
within Fulton County in the heart of downtown Atlanta. GSU science professors maintain active 
research programs and, as a consequence, place a high value on those students who come to the 
university with an enthusiasm for scientific inquiry. Over the years, faculty members have 
observed a striking correlation between their students' motivation to learn science and their pre-
college exposure to inquiry-based science and hands-on experimentation. Thus, any assistance 
that members of the GSU community can give to help K-12 teachers provide their students with 
a true-to -life science experience will benefit the University by producing incoming students with 
a thirst for knowledge and an appreciation for scientific exploration. 
4.2.1. Demonstrated Need/Needs Assessment 
Many countries are motivated to develop the human resources required to advance 
science and technology. Success requires a system of education that prepares young people for 
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life in today's complex societies (Singer, 2009). Unfortunately, according to a recent report in 
the Washington Post, "U.S. students are doing no better on an international science exam than 
they were in the mid-1990s, a performance plateau that leaves educators and policymakers 
worried about how schools are preparing students to compete in an increasingly global 
economy" (Glod, 2008). The report accuses the United States of being "static," while other 
countries are improving. In response to these findings, in 2009, the Obama administration 
launched an "Educate to Innovate" campaign to improve the participation and performance of 
America' s students in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education. 
This initiative is extremely important for the State of Georgia. The U.S. Department of 
Education (US DoE) last reported that 47% of all 8th graders in the state fell below the national 
achievement level for science (Grigg et al., 2006). This fact demonstrates how crucial projects, 
such as those funded by Improving Teacher Quality State Grants, are to Georgia's STEM 
teachers. 
Because of the demographics of their student body and their students' performance on 
assessment tests, Atlanta Public Schools (APS) and Fulton County Schools qualify as high-need 
local education agencies (LEAs), making them eligible for state funding of projects promoting 
teacher quality and professional development. Professional development opportunities for 
teachers are especially needed at the middle school level (grades 6-8). There have been 
numerous reports that a high proportion of our nation's middle school public school teachers (in 
many cases exceeding 60%) are teaching out-of-field (Ingersoll, 2003); that is, they have not 
received educational training in the courses which they are required to teach. In addition, 
research shows that children, especially girls, start to lose interest in science in middle school 
(Women in Science, 2008). Therefore, it is essential to have passionate, confident, and well-
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trained science teachers at this level. Additionally, student achievement data demonstrate the 
need for projects that motivate students to learn about science. In 2009, the Georgia Department 
of Education (GADoE) reported that a high percentage of 6t\ ih, and 8th grade students did not 
meet the standards in science on the Georgia Criterion-Referenced Competency Test (CRCT) 
(GA DoE, 2009). In the Atlanta Public and Fulton County school systems (where failure to meet 
the requisite standards ranged from 39 to 51% and 19 to 30%, respectively), these numbers are a 
particular source of concern. Furthermore, in the two systems combined, over 40 percent of the 
students (more than 20,000 students) are from families with incomes below the poverty line (US 
DoE, 2006). As a result, supplemental educational support beyond the classroom, in the form of 
private tutoring, test preparation, and homework help, is unlikely to be available for most of 
these students due to family financial constraints. For this reason, a highly skilled teacher is 
likely to be the most important element of any education system (Alberts, 2009). 
Through Improving Teacher Quality State Grant projects, STEM teachers are being 
prepared to educate tomorrow's leaders. However, once STEM teachers are properly equipped 
with the content knowledge and skills to prepare their students, they are still faced with a 
"curious paradox" (Hanauer et al. , 2006). On the one hand, the incorporation of scientific 
inquiry in the classroom in a manner that mirrors the processes used by professional scientists is 
considered to be among the most effective ways to promote scientific learning. On the other 
hand, a school classroom is not a research laboratory. Scientific research usually involves 
complex (and expensive) methodology and problem-solving approaches, resulting in conclusions 
that are subjected to worldwide evaluation. Capturing these characteristics of professional 
science within the K-12 school classroom is difficult. Moreover, because K- 12 students are 
limited in knowledge and available classroom time, finding appropriate research projects that are 
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within reach of their skills and knowledge (and not accessible to only one or two high achieving 
students) is a particular challenge (Hanauer et al. , 2006). 
4.2.2. Goals 
The ultimate goal of this work is to develop strategies for placing quality teachers in 
science classrooms throughout the state. In order to accomplish this large-scale objective, it is 
necessary to begin by improving teacher quality and effectiveness one teacher at a time. The 
module described herein was designed to introduce teachers to laboratory-based inquiry in a way 
that would enable them to give their students a true-to-life experience in scientific investigation. 
The module, entitled "Medicinal Plants: Merging Science and Folklore", posed the question: 
How do scientists evaluate claims for medicinal effectiveness of compounds that have not been 
subjected to rigorous scientific investigation? After a five-day workshop in which they learned 
how to address this question experimentally, teachers were provided with resource materials, 
laboratory supplies, and instructional strategies that gave them the tools they would need to 
effectively integrate inquiry-based, hands-on, interdisciplinary teaching lessons in the classroom. 
As a result, students who participated in the project received a science experience that gave them 
a realistic portrayal of science as it is pursued in the laboratory. 
4.2.3. Objectives 
A primary objective of this project was to deepen Georgia' s middle school science 
teachers ' content knowledge and laboratory skills in the areas of earth science, life science, and 
physical science, three areas that are particularly suitable for incorporating teaching strategies 
that stimulate student interest in science. This objective was addressed by having participating 
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teachers take part in a five-day workshop in which they carried out a series of experiments 
designed to assess the antimicrobial potential of various plants reputed to have medicinal 
properties. In order to optimize its effectiveness, the project made use of the infrastructure 
provided by GSU's Bio-Bus Program. The Bio-Bus is a 30-foot mobile instructional laboratory 
that travels to Georgia's K-12 schools and presents exciting hands-on activities in earth science, 
life science, and physical science. All of the services provided by the Bio-Bus are free of charge 
to participating school systems, thereby providing supplemental educational support to high-need 
LEA students despite their family's financial constraints. The goal of the Bio-Bus Program is 
not only to educate, but also to engender a sense of excitement about and enthusiasm for the 
various scientific disciplines. Since its inception in 1999, the Bio-Bus Program has made over 
1,400 visits to schools and community organizations located in 31 different counties. In the 
process, the program has shared activities with over 250,000 Georgians. The Bio-Bus is a 
dynamic outreach education program that strives to resolve the "curious paradox" by bringing a 
laboratory to the students, by incorporating scientific inquiry into the classroom, and by 
implementing hands-on activities that mirror the processes used by professional scientific 
researchers. To date, the Bio-Bus has provided activities for 93 schools in the APS and Fulton 
County School systems. 
In the academic year following the summer workshop, participating teachers set aside 
three days to implement the series of experiments with their own students. During these three 
days, Bio-Bus personnel visited the teachers ' classrooms, providing them with technical 
assistance, resource materials and laboratory supplies to enhance their comfort level with the 
content and laboratory experiments. Follow-up also involved the establishment of a professional 
learning community (PLC) to provide a venue for teachers and Bio-Bus personnel to ask and 
respond to questions, to provide feedback, and to discuss best practices. 
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The research module, "Medicinal Plants: Merging Science and Folklore," was designed to 
introduce students to the excitement of scientific exploration, with the overall objective of 
enhancing students' understanding of and appreciation for the ways that scientific inquiry 
impacts their lives, while at the same time stressing the need for scientifically rigorous 
experimentation to evaluate claims made in the name of science. Teachers (during the summer 
workshop) and their students (during the academic year) searched the popular and scientific 
literature to obtain information on herbal remedies that are purported to have antimicrobial 
properties. Working in small groups, they then identified four plants to investigate, and 
subsequently prepared plant extracts and used biochemical fractionation techniques to separate 
different compounds within the extracts. Finally, they tested the compounds for their ability to 
prevent the growth of selected strains of bacteria and yeast. Since many Georgia students have 
grown up in cultures that are rich in herbal folklore customs, this module presented a unique 
opportunity to consider a community tradition from a scientific perspective. 
4.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
"Medicinal Plants: Merging Science and Folklore" bridges the gap between earth science, 
life science, and physical science: teachers learn important content information on topics related 
to biology (characteristics of plants and microbes), geology (natural environments that promote 
growth of selected plants) and chemistry (properties of antimicrobial agents). 
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4.3.1. Five-day Teacher Workshop 
The workshop focused on promoting and supporting teacher and leader confidence and 
effectiveness in guiding their students through an inquiry-based project. Particular emphasis was 
placed upon deepening teachers' content knowledge and developing teachers' strategies in the 
classroom (Appendix A). The planning team consisted of professors from the Department of 
Biology and the College of Education, the Bio-Bus staff, and a panel of teachers from the high-
need LEAs. Professors, along with Bio-Bus staff, approved the curriculum, and prepared 
teachers and Teaching Assistants to present the research module in the classroom. Prior to the 
workshop, the teacher panel was presented with the module, and offered feedback and 
recommendations. During the workshop, teachers chose their own plants to test, followed the 
protocols that were subsequently used by their students, and learned how to keep detailed 
notebooks recording their results. At the end of the workshop, teachers received a textbook 
entitled, Peterson Field Guides: Eastern/Central Medicinal Plants and Herbs, by Steven Foster 
and James A. Duke, numerous PowerPoint presentations and supplemental classroom activities 
to implement in their classes, copies of all experiment protocols, and a supply kit containing 
laboratory materials. 
4.3.2. Classroom Activities 
To assist teachers in the implementation of the curriculum, content knowledge, and 
laboratory skills gained during the summer teacher workshop, at least one member of the Bio-
Bus team was in contact with each teacher before, at least five members during, and at least one 
member after the classroom component. Students participated in the project for a total of three 
days. On each day, the teachers and/or the Bio-Bus representative gave a briefPowerPoint 
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introduction to the day's activities. On Day 1, the teacher and/or the Bio-Bus representative 
introduced the topic of plant -based medicine and guided the students in the development of a 
research question (e.g., do the roots of Plant X contain compounds with antimicrobial, wound-
healing properties?). On the subsequent two days, Bio-Bus personnel and teachers jointly 
worked with students on the extraction and purification of chemical components from their 
individual plants and the subsequent assays for antimicrobial activity. At the end of the final 
day, teachers, students and Bio-Bus personnel collectively discussed the results obtained (as well 
as their limitations), and considered the implications of their findings. At all stages, students 
were required to transfer all details of the project into a laboratory notebook stating their 
hypotheses, outlining their protocols, recording their results, and providing an analysis ofthese 
results. 
4.3.2.1. Day 1. 
The medicinal properties of various plants, such as willow bark (aspirin), foxglove 
(digitalis), and yew (Taxol), and the role of folklore in the discovery ofthese properties was 
discussed. 
4.3.2.1.1 . Assignment 
After interviewing parents, grandparents, or other family members, or by doing 
independent research at the library or on the Internet, each student group selected 4 plants for 
investigation. They were encouraged to choose at least one plant that grows locally so that they 
could create a simple topographic map of where their plant was found, along with additional 
details such as soil composition, moisture, and drainage properties. Students submitted a written 
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assignment identifying the plants selected by their group (including their scientific names and the 
reasoning behind their inclusion for testing), along with a sample of each plant. The teachers 
dried the plants in a window sill for 2-4 days and then soaked them in acetone for at least 24 
hours. The compounds eluted with the acetone solution formed the crude extract for subsequent 
fractionation. 
4.3.2.2. Day 2. 
The inhibitory properties of selected plant compounds, their chemical characteristics, and 
the technology used to purify them were discussed. The properties of microorganisms, including 
those that can cause infection and disease in humans, were also covered. 
4. 3. 2. 2.1. Experimental design 
To separate the compounds of the crude plant extract, students performed 
dichloromethane-based paper chromatography. Distinct bands of individual compounds were 
viewed under ultraviolet light. The separated compounds were cut out of the chromatography 
paper as small squares, and allowed to dry in preparation for their analysis for antimicrobial 
activity. To test their extracts for antimicrobial activity, students used sterile cotton-tipped 
applicators to spread selected non-pathogenic bacteria and non-pathogenic yeast onto individual 
plates containing nutrient agar. Each plate was divided into quadrants: 1 quadrant contained a 
filter disk containing the known antimicrobial compound, tetracycline, as a positive control and 
the other three contained the filters with the dried plant extracts. Plates containing the filter disks 
were allowed to incubate at room temperature overnight. 
4.3.2.3. Day 3 
Mechanisms of attack by antimicrobials were discussed, along with mechanisms by 
which microorganisms develop antibiotic resistance. 
4.3.2.3.1. Experimental design 
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Students observed and analyzed their agar plates from the previous day, measuring the 
diameter of any "zones of inhibition" where the compound on the filter disk diffused out onto the 
plate and prevented microbial growth. Students recorded their measurements in their notebooks, 
and prepared an analysis of their results. With this experimental protocol, in nearly all cases, at 
least one in four plant extracts exhibited significant antimicrobial activity. Thus, most student 
groups had positive results that could be evaluated. In those rare instances in which a student 
group did not observe antimicrobial activity with any of their extracts, Bio-Bus personnel helped 
students consider how scientists learn from negative results as well as positive ones. 
4.3.3. Professional Learning Community (PLC) 
We developed a professional learning community (PLC) amongst participating middle 
school teachers, project director(s), teaching assistants, and partners via an online project 
management collaboration tool maintained by Basecamp. The PLC provided a place for the 
teachers to discuss the progress of the curriculum and activities in their own classroom (as each 
teacher implemented the activities at different times during the school year), share best practices, 
offer suggestions, and seek assistance from the project director(s) and teaching assistants 
regarding the content and classroom activities. A Project Wrap-up Meeting/ Appreciation 
Luncheon has been scheduled at the end of the 2011-2012 school year to provide a forum for 
teachers and GSU participants to discuss the project and decide on future plans. 
4.3.4. Guaranteed visit from the Bio-Bus 
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The Bio-Bus typically makes nearly 200 visits to K-12 schools per year. The schedule 
for the upcoming year is opened up on April 15th, and the available slots fill up quickly. One slot 
on the regular Bio-Bus calendar was reserved for each teacher who participated in this project. 
Teachers selected a date and module that fits in with their curricular needs. For example, a sixth 
grade teacher may have requested our "Geoscience" module, which explores the accuracy of the 
science presented in the Star Wars series. Alternatively, a seventh grade teacher focusing on life 
science may have asked for our "Animal Diversity" module, which deals with methods of animal 
classification (including DNA sequence analysis). During this visit, the Bio-Bus personnel will 
administer follow-up pre- and post- surveys to students in order to gain insights on the retention 
of the content knowledge as well as the long-term effect of the project on student attitudes 
toward science. 
4.3.5. Alignment with the Georgia Performance Standards 
The project attended to the content within, and implemented, several Georgia 
Performance Standards (GPS) in Science (S) from 6th _gth grades. These include Characteristics 
of Science (CS) standards, along with content standards for earth sciences (E), life sciences (L) 
and physical sciences (P). By covering such a wide range of standards, this project was unique 
in that it offered a learning experience that provided content knowledge that was not limited by 
grade level. Sixth graders acquired content from their standards, while being introduced to 
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subject matter that they will cover in both ih and gth grades. Seventh graders obtained content 
from their standards, and also reviewed what they learned in 61h grade, while simultaneously 
receiving an introduction to topics normally covered in gth grade. Eighth graders attained content 
from their standards, while reinforcing their understanding of subject matter from the previous 
school years. Reviewing at this level is crucial, since eighth graders need a strong science 
foundation as they transit from middle school to high school science courses. 
On all levels, students explored the importance of curiosity, honesty, openness and 
skepticism in science [S( 6-8)CS 1]. Students also used standard safety practices for classroom 
and field investigations [S(6-8)CS2], and computational and estimation skills [S(6-8)CS3]. 
Students communicated scientific ideas clearly [S(6-8)CS6], and questioned scientific claims and 
arguments effectively [S(6-8)CS7]. Students also investigated the characteristics of scientific 
knowledge and how it is achieved [S(6-8)CS8], as well as investigated the features of the process 
of scientific inquiry [S(6-8)CS9] . Specifically, for earth science, students described soil as 
consisting of weathered rocks and decomposed organic material [(S6E5h)], as well as described 
various sources of energy and their uses [(S6E6)]. For life science, students explained that cells 
take in nutrients in order to grow and divide and make needed materials [(S7L2a)], related cell 
structures ... to basic cell functions [(S7L2b)], and recognized that changes in environmental 
conditions can affect the survival of both individuals and entire species [(S7L4c)]. For physical 
science, students described the difference between pure substances (elements and compounds) 
and mixtures [(S8Plb)], as well as described the movement of particles in solids, liquids, gases 
[(S8Plc)], and distinguished between changes in matter as physical or chemical [(S8Ple)] . 
4.3.6. Alignment with the Georgia Framework for Teaching Domains and Class Keys 
Standards 
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The project focused upon, and implemented, several of the Georgia Framework for 
Teaching Domains (GFTD) and Class Keys Standards (CKS). Teachers made decisions about 
planning that demonstrate a deep understanding of content knowledge, pedagogy, and GPS 
implementation [(CKS.CP1, GFTD1)]. Moreover, teachers used research-based practices in the 
classroom [(CKS.SBil, GFTD2, 5)], and challenged all learners to achieve high levels of 
learning as defined by GPS (CKS.SBI2.1, 2.2). Additionally, the project utilized a variety of 
effective and balanced assessment techniques that were systematically implemented by 
administering, pre and post, content and attitude assessments [(CKS.AL1, GFTD4)] . Through 
this research-based project, teachers took responsibility for professional growth and development 
[(CKS.P3.1, 3.2, GFTD6)], which had a positive impact on student learning and academic 
achievement [(CKS.SA1)]. 
4.4. DATA ANALYSIS 
The evaluation of this program was conducted by The Findings Group, a local evaluation 
firm specializing in K-12, STEM, and teacher professional development evaluations. All 
surveys were administered and collected by Bio-Bus personnel and delivered to The Findings 
Group for analysis. Assessment of agenda items and learning objectives during the teacher 
workshop were measured by responses on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 4 (to a great extent), with a 
critical limit of 3.5 or higher. Attitude assessment was measured by responses to Likert Scale 
agreement questions (1-strongly disagree, 2-disagree, 3-neutral, 4-agree, 5-strongly agree). 
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Content assessment was measured by the percentage of correct answers. Significant differences 
are indicated as; **p<.01, *p<.05, t p<.10 (approaching significance). 
4.4.1. Participants 
The project served twenty-one 6t\ i\ and 8th grade science teachers and 1,152 6th, 7th, 
and 8th grade students. 
4.4.1.1. Teachers 
A total of seven school districts were served. Six teachers were employed by Atlanta 
Public Schools, five by Fulton County Schools, three by Cobb County Schools, three by DeKalb 
County Schools, one by Clayton County Schools, one by Douglas County Schools, and two by 
Hemy County Schools. The gender, racial, and ethnic distribution among participating teachers 
was: 18 females, three males, 19 black, one white, one Asian/Middle Eastern). Each teacher 
responded to a recruitment request, and expressed a need for professional development in 
curriculum planning, teaching strategies, content knowledge, and laboratory skills. All teachers 
had hosted a visit from The Bio-Bus Program in the past, and expressed excitement about the 
chance to participate in a long-term, more personal opportunity for professional development. 
4.4.1.2. Students 
A total of39 school visits (Table 4.1) served 192 sixth, 468 seventh, and 491 eighth 
grade students (575 females, 557 males, 679 black, 157 white, 112 Hispanic, 41 Asian, 12 Native 
American/Alaskan, 138 Multiracial). 
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4.4.2. Evaluation 
The proposed evaluation plan was designed to provide objective feedback for both 
process and outcomes of the program. The project emanated from a logic model (Appendix B); 
evaluation questions (Appendix C) emerged from the model. The data addressing each of these 
questions were collected according to the schedule presented in Appendix D. Briefly, 
participant data were collected during the workshop using sign-in sheets. Also, both prior to and 
immediately after the workshop, teachers completed both a content knowledge and attitude 
assessment survey; the same assessments were completed after the teachers had the opportunity 
to implement the module during the following academic year. The results obtained with this 
series of assessments provided a way to measure the progression in teacher content knowledge 
and attitude as it related to implementation of the program. In addition, at the end of the project 
period (six months after the teacher workshop), teachers were asked to complete a survey 
regarding their intentions to implement hands-on, inquiry-based, and inter-disciplinary science 
units in future years, allowing the evaluators to assess the potential long-term impacts on teacher 
quality. Finally, student content knowledge and attitude data were collected prior to and after 
implementation of the module in the classroom. Additionally, in order to measure the students' 
retention of the content knowledge and the lasting attitudinal impression of the project, post-
surveys will be administered during the teachers' guaranteed visit from the Bio-Bus during 
spring 2012 semester. 
4.4.2.1. Teacher Surveys 
Teachers' attitudes and content knowledge were measured at several different points 
during the project. Likert scale agree/disagree surveys were designed for attitude assessments 
for pre- and post- teacher workshop and post-project surveys (Appendix E). The surveys also 
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included questions pertaining to content knowledge in the areas of earth, life, and physical 
sciences, as it related to the Medicinal Plants module. The teachers were instructed to fill in the 
bubble most indicative of their attitude and/or the correct answer. 
4.4.2.2. Student Surveys 
Likert scale agree/disagree surveys were designed for attitude assessments for pre- and 
post- Bio-Bus visit surveys (Appendix E). The surveys included statements reflecting the 
students ' interests and confidence levels in science. Additionally, statements were included to 
assess the students' perception of scientists. The surveys also included questions pertaining to 
content knowledge in the areas of earth, life, and physical sciences, as it related to the Medicinal 
Plants module. The students were instructed to fill in the bubble most indicative of their attitude 
and/or the correct answer. The pre-visit survey was administered at the beginning of Day 1, 
prior to implementing the module. The post-visit survey was administered at the conclusion of 
Day 3, following the implementation of the module. Both pre-visit and post-visit surveys were 
collected by Bio-Bus personnel and returned to The Findings Group for analysis. 
4. 5. RESULTS 
4.5.1. Five-day Teacher Workshop 
Teachers' confidence was measured on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 4 (to a great extent). 
Across all objectives, participants scored above the critical limit of 3.5 or higher on all days of 
the workshop (Day 1, 3.63, Day 2, 3.65, Day 3, 3.61 , Day 4, 3.70). Overall, the participants 
rated the majority of the daily agenda items (Appendix A) at 3.5 or higher, with the exception of 
the inquiry-based discussion on day two (mean=3.24), the scientific method discussion on day 
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three (mean=3.30), and the creating lesson plans and student-centered environments discussion 
on day four, all of which were presented by a faculty member from the College of Education. 
Teachers' attitude and enthusiasm was measured by responses in Likert scale 
agree/disagree pre- and post- workshop surveys. As a result ofthe workshop, teachers' answered 
"agree" or "strongly agree," and showed statistically significant increases (p<.05) to the 
following statements: "I am able to create inquiry-based lesson plans (62% before and 95% 
after)," "I am able to implement inquiry-based lesson plans with my students (67% before and 
95% after)," and "I know how to use hands-on activities in my classroom (86% before and 100% 
after)." Interestingly, 72% of teachers reported, "I use hands-on activities in my classroom at 
least once per week," before the workshop, as opposed to 95% of teachers after the workshop. 
This suggests that teachers may have been unclear as to what qualifies as "hand-on" science 
lessons. 
Assessment of teachers ' content knowledge pre- and post- workshop showed statistically 
significant increases (p<.05) on six of seven questions related to the areas of earth science, life 
science, and physical science (Table 4.2). Teachers learned important content information on 
topics related to biology (characteristics of plants and microbes), geology (natural environments 
that promote growth of selected plants) and chemistry (properties of antimicrobial agents) 
(Figure 4.1 ). 
4.5.2. Classroom Activities 
Over the course of the study 2,272 student surveys were collected and analyzed. Table 
4.1 shows the participating schools and the number of surveys administered at each school. 
4.5 .2.1. Exploratory Factor Analysis 
An Exploratory Factor Analysis (EF A) was used to uncover the underlying structure of 
the attitudinal items and to assess if items group together according to an underlying concept. 
The results ofthe EFA (using Principal Component Analysis as an extraction method) reveal 
three underlying factors: 1) Science Engagement, 2) Science Self-Efficacy and 3) Intent to 
Persist in Science. A three factor extraction explained 62.34% of the variance (Table 4.3). 
Cronbach' s alpha (a) is a measure of the internal consistency of a factor. This statistic ranges 
from 0 to 1.00: the higher the value the better. An alpha of .80 or higher is considered to have 
achieved very good measurement reliability; an alpha of .65 is considered acceptable (Field, 
2009). The values suggest good measurement reliability of all 3 factors. 
4.5.2.2. Student Interest and Science Engagement 
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Student interest and science engagement was measured by responses in Likert scale 
agreement to the following questions: "Science is interesting," "I like science," "Scientists are 
cool," "Science is one of my favorite subjects," "I feel like I can understand science," "I would 
like to learn more about science," and "People who teach science are cool." After participating 
in the content-intensive, consecutive, three-day long research module, students show a highly 
significant decrease (p<.01) in two out of seven items, perceiving science as being interesting 
and wanting to learn more about science (Figure 4.2). There were no significant differences in 
the remaining five items. Overall, students show a significant decrease (p<.05) in interest and 
science engagement on post-surveys, as compared to pre-surveys (Figure 4.3); however, by 
grade level, there were no statistically significantly differences in science engagement (Figure 
4.4). Interestingly, however, the analysis of variance between groups (ANOVA) indicates that 
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there is significant main effect for grade level and a main effect for pre-/post- on science 
engagement. This suggests that, overall, participants experienced a significant drop in their 
engagement of science from pre- to post-, regardless of grade. Sixth graders expressed more 
positive science attitudes than 7th and 8th graders; there was no significant difference in 
engagement between ih and 8th graders (data not shown). Analysis by gender shows that there 
were differences approaching significance (p<.l 0) between females and males in terms of 
attitudes towards science. In particular, among 6th graders, females reported less science 
engagement than males on both pre- and post-surveys. Additionally, among 8th graders, females 
were less likely (p<.lO) than males to be engaged in science before the workshop. Interestingly, 
among 8th graders, the workshop seemed to have narrowed the gender gap on interest and 
engagement as no significant differences were found between females and males on post-surveys 
(data not shown). 
4.5.2.3. Student Confidence and Science Self-efficacy 
Student confidence and science self-efficacy were measured by responses in Likert scale 
agreement to the following questions: "I am good at science," I have a lot of self-confidence 
when it comes to science," I think I will get a good grade in science." Across all three items, 
students show moderate gains approaching significance (p<O .1 0) in their self-confidence in 
science. Specifically, following their participation in this project, students report that they have a 
high degree of self-confidence when it comes to science. In addition to exhibiting a gain in self-
confidence after the workshop, students are more likely to think that they will get a good grade in 
science (Figure 4.2). Overall, students ' science self-efficacy increased on post-surveys, as 
compared to pre-surveys (Figure 4.3) . Interestingly, the results of the ANOV A further indicate 
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that there is significant main effect for grade level on science self-efficacy. Sixth graders express 
more self confidence in science than ih and 8th graders (p<.l 0); however, there was no 
significant difference in engagement between 7th and 8th graders. Likewise, although students 
across grade levels show an increase in their self-confidence from pre- to post-surveys, 6th 
graders experience the largest boost to their self-confidence (Figure 4.5). Across all grade levels, 
both female and male students report gains in their confidence and science self-efficacy. In 
particular, among ih graders, males reported higher self-confidence in science than females on 
both pre- and post-surveys (p<.Ol). Among gth graders, females were significantly less likely 
than males to feel self-confident before the workshop (p<.Ol). Interestingly, among 8th graders, 
the workshop seemed to have narrowed the gender gap on confidence and self-efficacy, as no 
significant differences were found between females and males on post-surveys (data not shown). 
Despite gains in their self-confidence in science, female students still trail behind male students 
on this psychosocial construct. Male students are, in general, more confident than female 
students both before and after the project. 
4.5.2.4. Student Intent to Persist in Science 
Student intent to persist in science was measured by responses in Likert scale agreement 
to the following questions: "I want to be a scientist when I grow up," and "I think that I could be 
a scientist." Across both items, and overall, students who participated in the project report 
highly statistically significant gains (p<.O 1) in their intent to persist in science, as well as their 
intent to pursue a career as a scientist. Results suggest that, as a result of the workshop, students 
are more likely to aspire to be and envision themselves as scientists in the future (Figures 4.2). 
The results of the ANOVA show that all grade levels increased in their intent to persist in 
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science (Figure 4.3). However, 7th graders show a highly statistically significant increase (p<.Ol) 
in their likelihood to persist in science and envision themselves as scientists in the future (Figure 
4.6). Results further indicate that there were significant differences between females and males 
in terms of intent to persist in science. In particular, 6th grade males were highly statistically 
significantly (p<.Ol) more likely to intend to persist in science after the workshop than females. 
Among ih graders, males reported that they were more likely to intend to persist in science at 
both pre- and post-surveys than females. Among gth graders, females were highly significantly 
less likely than males to intend to persist before the workshop (p<.Ol); interestingly however, the 
workshop seemed to have narrowed the gender gap on intent to persist in science as no 
significant differences were found between females and males on post-surveys. Despite gains in 
their intent to persist in science, female students still trail behind male students on this 
psychosocial construct. Male students are, in general, more likely to perceive themselves as 
scientists than female students both before and after the workshop (data not shown). 
4.5.2.5. Student Content Knowledge 
To assess gains in content knowledge in the areas of earth, life, and physical sciences, six 
questions related to biology (characteristics of plants and microbes), geology (natural 
environments that promote growth of selected plants) and chemistry (properties of antimicrobial 
agents) were administered to students (Table 4.2). Across all student grade levels, the project 
significantly increased students' knowledge of the concepts that were measured (p<.Ol). 
Students responded with the highest accuracy to questions involving anti-fungal compounds and 
the identification of medicines derived from plants. Although statistically significant, the content 
knowledge items related to understanding drug resistance (item #3) and capillary action (item 
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#6) were correctly answered by less than three quarters of all participants (63%) (Figure 4.7). 
Moreover, the results suggested that all students, regardless of grade level, experienced 
statistically significant gains (p<.01) in science content knowledge. No differences were found 
between grade levels on the percentage gain in knowledge. However, 6th graders scored 
significantly lower on than ih and 8th graders on pre-surveys on item #16; likewise, 6th graders 
scored significantly lower than 8th graders on item #18 on post-surveys. No other differences 
were detected (data not shown). Across all content knowledge items, both female and male 
students show a statistically significant increase (p<.01). No significant differences were found 
between female and male students on the percentage gain on any of the content knowledge 
tested. However, there were few significant differences between males and females, in general, 
on content knowledge. Among 6th graders, females outperformed males on identification of 
willow bark and yew (p<.10 and p<.01 , respectively). Among ih graders, males outperformed 
females on item 5 on pre-surveys, "(True/False) Medicines and drugs made from natural sources 
are almost always safer than products made from synthetic chemicals (p<.05). Additionally, 
among 8th graders, females outperformed males on post-surveys on the identification of willow 
bark (p<.1 0) (data not shown). 
4.5.3. Teacher Retrospective Study 
A retrospective survey was administered to teachers who participated in the project. 
Teachers were asked to compare and contrast their confidence and content knowledge before the 
workshop and at the end of the project. Overall, 19 out of 21 teachers completed the survey; a 
90% survey response rate was achieved. 
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4.5.3.1. Teacher General Confidence in Teaching Science 
Teachers ' general confidence in teaching science was measured by responses in Likert 
scale agreement to the following question: "Please describe your level of confidence in teaching 
science before you attended the Medicinal Plants professional development workshop and now." 
Results show that teachers are statistically significantly (p<.05) more confident in teaching 
science as a result of the professional development workshop. Before the project, 61% of 
teachers reported that they were "extremely confident" in teaching science; after the project, 78% 
report being "extremely confident." 
4.5 .3.2. Teaching and Knowledge Efficacy 
Teaching Efficacy refers to a teacher' s belief in his or her ability to facilitate student 
learning in science. Knowledge Efficacy refers to a teacher' s confidence in his or her mastery of 
content knowledge in science. Teaching and knowledge efficacy was measured by responses in 
Likert scale agreement to the following teaching and knowledge efficacy questions: "I feel I have 
the necessary skills to teach science," "Given a choice, I would invite the principal to evaluate 
my science teaching," "Even when I try very hard, I do not teach science as well as I teach most 
other subjects," "I find science a difficult topic to teach," "I am comfortable explaining to 
students why science experiments work," "I generally teach science effectively," "I feel anxious 
when teaching science content that I have not taught before," "I wish I had a better 
understanding of the science concepts I teach," "When teaching science, I usually welcome 
student questions," "I am typically able to answer students' science questions," "I feel 
comfortable improvising during science lab experiments," "After I have taught a science concept 
once, I feel confident teaching it again," "I know the steps necessary to teach science concepts 
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effectively," "I am continually finding better ways to teach science," "I understand science 
concepts well enough to teach science effectively," "I know how to make students interested in 
science." Teachers show some improvement (p<.lO) in their knowledge efficacy be the end of 
the workshop. In particular, they report knowing how to use their knowledge to increase student 
interest in science. Marginal improvements were also observed in teachers' self-reported 
teaching efficacy. Cronbach' s alpha is a measure of the internal consistency of a factor. This 
statistic ranges from 0 to 1.00 and the higher the value the better. An alpha of .80 or higher is 
considered to have achieved very good measurement reliability; an alpha of .65 is considered 
acceptable. The results suggest very good measurement reliability for Knowledge Efficacy (.924) 
and acceptable reliability for Teaching Efficacy (.706) (Table 4.4). 
4.5 .3.3 . Teacher Content Knowledge 
To assess gains in content knowledge in the areas of earth, life, and physical sciences, the 
six questions listed in Table 4.2 were administered to teachers. The project statistically 
significantly (p<.05) increased teachers' knowledge ofbiological, geological and chemical 
concepts; results indicate that teachers made significant and substantial gains in their content 
knowledge. Across three time points (pre-workshop, immediately post-workshop and post-
student module), teachers show positive growth in their content knowledge. It is particularly 
noteworthy that, for many of the questions, the percentage of teachers answering correctly 
continued to increase even after the workshop. 
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4.5.3.4. Inquiry-based Lesson Plans and Hands-on Science Activities 
The use of inquiry-based lesson plans and hands-on science activities as a result of the 
project was measured by responses in Likert scale agreement to the following questions: "I am 
able to create inquiry-based lesson plans," "I am able to implement inquiry-based lesson plans 
with my students," "I like teaching science," "My students enjoy learning science," "I know how 
to use hands-on activities in my classroom," "I use hands-on activities in my classroom at least 
once per week," "I am interested in learning new ways to incorporate scientific inquiry into the 
classroom," "I would like to do more hands-on activities with my students," "My lessons are 
usually interesting and engaging for my students," "I use interdisciplinary approaches or lessons 
in my classroom," "I need to improve the hands-on component of my teaching," "I look forward 
to doing hands-on activities with my students." Overall, teachers report statistically significant 
increases (p<.05) across several items; for example, in creating and implementing inquiry-based 
lesson plans and hands-on activities as a result of the project. Before the workshop, 89% of 
teachers reported that they know how to use hands-on activities in the classroom; after the 
workshop, 100% report that they know how to use hands-on activities in the classroom (p<. lO)." 
Likewise, teachers indicate that they are more enthusiastic about doing hands-on activities with 
their students and look forward to implementing the activities (p<.05). Interestingly, teachers are 
more likely to say that they need to improve the hands-on components of their teaching after the 
project, as compared to before (p<.05). This may suggest that teachers are more self-reflective 
of their pedagogical styles as a result of the project and, thus, are more interested in maximizing 
the success of their hands-on classroom activities. 
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4.5.3.5. Barriers and "Helpers" to Implementation 
Teachers were asked to respond, in Likert scale agreement, to statements that identify 
barriers and "helpers" that might prevent or facilitate the implementation of inquiry-based 
science lesson plans. The greatest barrier to implementation was perceived to be the time needed 
to implement the activities. Other barriers include, "Recognition for trying new things," 
"Appropriateness of activities for students' level," and "Evaluating and reporting requirements." 
On the other hand, some of the "helpers" include, "My prior knowledge of and experience with 
the subject matter," "Students' response to the activities," and "Encouragement for trying new 
things." 
4.5.4. Professional Learning Community (PLC) 
Results show that 17 out of 21 teachers (81%) utilized the online PLC over the course of 
the study. Teachers indicated that the PLC assisted the facilitation and implementation of the 
research module. Teachers also reported that the major benefits of the PLC include, "the 
availability of supplies and materials needed," "follow-up assistance for planning and 
implementation," "administrative support," and "collaboration with co-workers." Thirty-four 
inquiry-based science lesson plans and activities were available to teachers via the online 
collaboration tool. Results indicate that the teachers either "have delivered" or "plan to deliver" 
25 out of34 (73%) ofthe inquiry-based science lesson plans and activities. Further, the top-
three most delivered activities are, "Preparation for Day 1 Classroom Activities," "Day 1 
Classroom Activities," and "Day 2 Classroom Activities (Table 4.5)." 
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4. 6. DISCUSSION 
The goals and objectives of this project were to improve teacher quality and effectiveness 
in the classroom. Overall, the results indicate that a professional development opportunity for 
teachers, consisting of a workshop, a long-term collaboration, follow-up school visits, and 
resource materials and supplies, will have positive effects on teachers' content knowledge in 
science, as well as their attitude towards and confidence level in science. Additionally, the 
project had an impact on teachers ' pedagogical styles, as they became more self-reflective and 
self-scrutinizing of the manner in which curriculum is presented in their classroom. Although 
teachers ' overall impression of the workshop was positive, teachers have difficulty implementing 
inquiry-based teaching methods (Jones and Eick, 2007). Perhaps, teachers ' lukewarm reaction to 
workshop sessions discussing inquiry-based teaching, the scientific method, and creating lesson 
plans and student-centered environments may be revealing teachers' underlying apprehension 
towards this approach. 
In response to a request for open-ended discussion of the workshop's effect, teachers 
reported that they have made changes to their teaching as a result of the project by integrating 
more real world contexts in their lesson plans. Several teachers noted that the hands-on activities 
that they have implemented are facilitating student learning because they are relevant to 
students' lives. One teacher wrote, "As an educator, I have asked students to evaluate the lesson 
and my teaching strategies so that I can improve in making the lessons more relevant to their 
learning." Similarly, another teacher indicated that he is encouraging his students to "connect 
the benefits of plants to everyday life." To build upon the utility ofthe Medicinal Plants Project, 
he wrote that he has "designed and added a mini-research project to [the] biome unit." Also, 
teachers report using the Medicinal Plants Project to inform other subject areas, noting that the 
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science content knowledge is useful in other subjects as well. For example, one teacher 
indicated that she plans on implementing the medicinal plants activities into her "literature 
work." She goes on to state, "We are reading, "Where the Lilies Bloom" and the majority of the 
book is talking about wild crating or the picking of plants and roots for medicinal plants." 
A primary focus of the module was to assess the impact that the project has on students' 
content knowledge in science, as well as their attitude towards and confidence level in science. 
Results show a measurable increase in student learning in the sciences. Across all three 
disciplines, earth, physical, and life sciences, students exhibit substantial and significant gains in 
content knowledge. Additionally, the project was efficacious in increasing students' science 
self-efficacy and intent to persist in science. In addition to gaining self-confidence, students are 
also more likely to think that they will get a good grade in science after taking part in the 
workshop. Moreover, students are more likely to aspire to be and envision themselves as 
scientists. In contrast, students' levels of science engagement actually decreased after their 
participation in the classroom activities, as indicated particularly by their neutral/negative 
responses to the statements, "Science is interesting," and I would like to learn more about 
science." Research shows that this reaction to science is not uncommon for middle school-aged 
students. Around the age of 11 or 12, positive attitudes toward science decrease dramatically, 
usually as students enter middle school, and never return to the levels that were reported during 
the elementary school years (Sorge, 2007). Because this observation has been so widely 
reported, it has become a major goal for science educators to determine what factors play a role 
in this drastic decline. Moreover, several studies report a direct correlation between positive 
attitudes exhibited by students and the likelihood that they will be achieve academic success in 
science (Sorge, 2007). The study described here did not completely confirm that correlation, as 
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students demonstrated substantial and significant gains in achievement, while reporting a 
decrease in their engagement towards science. It is possible that the decline in science 
engagement observed in this study may have been due to the overall intensity of the experience 
brought on by the time constraints imposed on the implementation of the module. By the last 
day of the experiment (when the post-surveys were administered), students may have been 
feeling overwhelmed by the content-heavy, consecutive, three-day long research module. 
Perhaps administering follow-up surveys with students a few weeks, or even months, after 
implementation may provide a more accurate perspective on the overall impact of the 
experience. Moreover, the research module can be modified in a number of ways in order to 
address this concern. For example, the three days can be separated to allow time for students to 
reflect and review the information, the module can be shortened to two days, the content 
delivered during the actual module can be pruned, and teachers can introduce the subject matter 
over the course of a few weeks, leading up to implementation of the module in the classroom. 
4. 7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE STUDIES 
Through this project, teachers were provided with resource materials, laboratory supplies, 
and instructional strategies that gave them the confidence necessary to effectively integrate 
inquiry-based, hands-on, interdisciplinary teaching lessons in the classroom. As a result, teacher 
quality was improved, student learning and attitude towards science was enhanced, and teachers 
are better equipped to give Georgia's students a solid foundation in the sciences. Although the 
findings of this project are generally positive, they are limited to the results of assessment 
surveys administered immediately after the project, and do not provide information about the 
long-term effects of the project on both teachers and students. Therefore, this project will 
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address this issue by utilizing a three-fold approach for future studies. In the first approach, 
teachers will be provided with resource materials and laboratory supplies necessary to implement 
the module in their classroom for an additional school year. Moreover, teachers will have access 
to the PLC, as well as Bio-Bus personnel support for that year. Teachers will be encouraged to 
implement the research module to their students, independently. Upon completion, teachers will 
participate in a quantitative and qualitative follow-up survey, in order to gain insight on the 
retention of the content knowledge as well as the long-term attitudinal effect of the project. In 
the second approach, the Bio-Bus personnel will administer follow-up pre- and post- surveys to 
students during the guaranteed additional Bio-Bus visit this school year, thereby determining the 
retention of the content knowledge as well as the long-term attitudinal effect of the project on the 
students. The third approach will include an emphasis on the ability ofBio-Bus personnel to 
serve as role models. It is worth noting that although black males constituted the largest 
population among our students, only one session was taught by a black male GSU student. In 
the future, it will be useful to include Bio-Bus personnel who share their students' racial and 
ethnic heritage, and who just happen to love science. 
Table 4.1. All surveys were administered and collected by Bio-Bus personnel and delivered to 
The Findings Group for analysis. 
Date Fre-visit Surveys Post-visit Surveys Target Schools 
September 7-9, 2011 90 84 Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Middle School 
September 11-14, 101 109 Columbia Middle 
2011 School 
September 14-16, 80 80 Fulton Science 
2011 Academy 
September 19-23, 89 84 Drew Charter Middle 
2011 School 
September 26-30, 113 109 Yeager Middle 
2011 School 
October 4-7, 2011 96 97 Redan Middle 
School 
October 17-21 , 2011 48 44 Woodward Academy 
October 24-28, 2011 65 66 North Clayton 
Middle School 
October 31- 301 298 Floyd Middle School 
November 11 , 2011 
November 14-17, 96 94 Columbia Middle 
2011 School 
December 12-15, 72 55 Martin Luther King, 
2011 Jr. Middle School 
Total 1152 H20 
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Table 4.2. Content questions on pre- and post-survey instruments 
Question# 
1 Why is it difficult to develop an anti-fungal compound that is useful as a 
medicine? 
2a,b,c Name the medicine that was isolated from the following plants: Willow bark (a), 
Foxglove (b), Yew (c). 
3 One bacterium is sensitive to a particular drug; however, another bacterium, of the 
same species, is resistant to the same drug. How can this be? 
4 The following pictures represent topographical maps of two mountain tops. Which 
mountain top is steeper? 
5 Medicines and drugs made from natural sources are almost always safer than 
products made from synthetic chemicals. 
6 Plants draw water from their roots to their leaves by transpiration, due to: 
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Table 4.3. Exploratory Factor Loadings and Alpha Coefficients ofQ1-Q12 
Factors 
Intent to 
Science Science Self- Persist in 
Engagement Efficacy Science 
(a=.88) (a=.71) (a=.81) 
3. Science is interesting. .778 
1. I like science. .719 
5. Scientists are cool. .690 
9. Science is one of my favorite subjects. .665 
6. I feel like I can understand science. .603 
7. I would like to learn more about .593 
science. 
8. People who teach science are cool. .580 
2. I am good at science. .822 
11. I have a lot of self-confidence when .611 
it comes to science. 
12. I think I will get a good grade in .589 
science. 
10. I want to be a scientist when I grow .893 
up. 
4. I think that I could be a scientist. .757 
Numbers represent factor loadings. By rule of thumb, loadings above .65 are considered "high" loading 
items. Items below .650 are considered "low" loading items and should be considered for removal or 
reVISIOn. 
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Table 4.4. Before, and After the Project, Teaching and Knowledge Efficacy Constructs 
Mean (Scale: 1, 
strongly disagree Paired 
Cronbach' s to 5, strongly samples t-
Overall Construct alpha agree) Std. Dev. test 
.706 Before (n=17) 3.96 .59 .232 Teaching Efficacy Now (n=18) 3.98 .50 
Knowledge 
.924 Before (n=17) 4.42 .58 .074t Efficacy Now (n=18) 4.48 .62 
Note. *p<0.05 **p<O.Ol tp<O.lO (approaching significance); negatively worded statements were reverse-
coded in the computation of the means for each construct 
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Table 4.5. Inquiry-based science lesson plans and activities available via the PLC 
Preparation for Day 1 Classroom Activities_3.ppt Elements and the Periodic Table Activity.pdf 
Day 1 Classroom Activities.ppt Families of Elements Activity.pdf 
Day 2 Classroom Activities.ppt Modeling Molecules Activity.pdf 
Day 3 Classroom Activities.ppt Life Science Supplemental Classroom Activities.ppt 
Medicinal Plants_A Short History ofMedicine_ 1.ppt Seeing the World Through Different Eyes.ppt 
Testing Medicines_Lemonade Activity.pdf Geometric Progression_M&M Activity.ppt 
Lemonade Activity Student Handout. pdf M&M Activity Student Handout. pdf 
Evaluating Clinical Trials Activity. pdf Outbreak Activity.ppt 
Medicinal Plants_ Separating Science from Oubreak Activity- Prep Sheet. doc 
Pseudoscience _2.ppt 
Earth Science Supplemental Classroom Activities.ppt Taking your Antibiotics_Poker Chip Activity.pdf 
Earth Science Supplemental Activities.doc Poker Chip Activity Student Handout. pdf 
USA and GA Geologic Publications.doc Bringing it All Together.ppt 
Teacher's Supplemental Information_ Earth Supply List.doc 
Science. pdf 
Teacher's Manual_ Reading River Sediments Kit.pdf Glossary for Supply List.doc 
Making Topographic Maps_Plastic Shoebox MSDS for acetone. pdf 
Activity.pdf 
Teacher's Manual_ Making Topographic Maps.pdf MSDS for dichloromethane.pdf 
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Figure 4.1. Teacher Content Knowledge Assessment- Percent Correct Across Three Time Points 
Note. Question 3 was modified at Time 2. 
Baseline= June 13, 2011 (pre-teacher workshop); Time 1 =June 17, 2011 (post-teacher workshop); Time 
2= December 5-20, 2011 (post-project). 
Percentages with different subscripts (a, b, c) in each row are significantly different from each other at the 

































Intent to Persist in Science 
Figure 4.2. Attitudinal Items 
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Figure 4.4. Science Engagement, by Grade Level 
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Figure 4.5. Science Self-Efficacy, by Grade Level 
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Figure 4.7. Student Content Knowledge Assessment, Overall- Percent Correct 







5.1. THE INTRODUCTION OF A NEW TECHNIQUE 
A novel microbiological technique for biological imaging was developed during this 
research. Agarose was used to stabilize fragile biofilms cultivated in parallel plate flow cells prior 
to imaging by confocal laser scanning microscopy. An essential element to the success of the 
procedure was the application of a ceramic heat pad to the flow cell to maintain agarose fluidity 
until the biofilm was enveloped (Figure 2.2). Quantitative digital image analysis demonstrated the 
effectiveness of this technique for generating reproducible measurements of three dimensional 
biofilm structure. The described method will also benefit researchers who transport their flow cell-
cultivated biofilms to a core facility for imaging. 
5.2. AN IMPROVEMENT ON A TECHNIQUE FOR SCREENING THE EFFECT OF 
BIOCHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES ON BIOFILM DEVELOPMENT 
A new approach for evaluating the impact of biochemical intermediates on biofilm 
structure was developed during this research. Biofilms were cultivated in parallel plate flow cells 
as described previously (Niu and Gilbert 2004). Modifications were introduced to facilitate the 
analysis of unstable biochemical intermediates affecting biofilm structure; briefly, the reservoir 
bottle was replaced with a 50 mL conical tube containing 20 mL of medium, and cells were 
recirculated for 5 h only (Figure 2.1 ). The outcome will benefit future studies screening antibiofilm 
compounds. 
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5.3. THE NOVELTY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF EACH CHAPTER IN THIS WORK 
A powerful tool for investigating the role ofbiofilm structure on cellular activity is the 
parallel plate flow cell, which allows non-destructive three-dimensional imaging ofbiofilms using 
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) or deconvolution microscopy (Busscher and van der 
Mei 1995; Pamp, Sternberg et al. 2009). An important feature ofusing flow cells is that they 
facilitate quantitative measurements using digital image analysis, improving the rigor of biofilm 
research. 
There are several reports in the scientific literature describing biofilms that are "weak" or 
"fragile", either from their intrinsic character or resulting from specific mutations (Inoue, Shingaki 
et al. 2003; Fong, Karplus et al. 2006; Perez, Pedros et al. 2006; Coufort, Derlon et al. 2007; 
Sambanthamoorthy, Schwartz et al. 2008), and easily dissociate when handled and are not 
amenable to imaging and quantitative analysis. 
The work in Chapter 2 reports a technique for stabilizing flow cell-cultivated biofilms 
with a polymer, prior to imaging, facilitating imaging and analysis of fragile biofilms. Using this 
approach, flow cell-cultivated biofilms can be investigated using fluorescent dyes, permitting 
quantitative analysis without the use of fluorescent or bioluminescent proteins. Polymer 
stabilization also has the advantage of keeping the biofilm safe for transport to microscopes located 
in a research institution's core facility. 
In Chapter 3, we found both AI-2-dependent and -independent effects effects ofLuxS on 
biofilm-related phenotypes, revealing LuxS to be a versatile enzyme that could assist E. coli in 
adapting to diverse conditions, such as the enteric environment. Confocal microscopy followed by 
quantitative image analysis determined differences in biofilm topography correlating with luxS 
expression; deletion mutant biofilms had a "spreading" phenotype whereas the complement had a 
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"climbing" phenotype. Addition of exogenous DPD, an AI-2 precursor, to the deletion mutant 
increased both biofilm height and biomass, whereas addition of the methyl donor S-adenosyl 
methionine prevented the luxS complemented strain from producing a thick biofilm. The luxS 
complemented strain autoaggregated, indicating that fimbriae production was inhibited, which was 
confirmed by transmission electron microscopy. DPD could not induce autoaggregation in the 
deletion mutant, demonstrating that fimbriation was an AI-2-independent phenotype. Carbon 
utilization was affected by LuxS and may have contributed to the observed phenotypic differences. 
We conclude that LuxS has multiple functions in E. coli ecology. 
The work in Chapter 4 is to develop strategies for placing quality teachers in science 
classrooms throughout the state. In order to accomplish this large-scale objective, it is necessary to 
begin by improving teacher quality and effectiveness one teacher at a time. The module, entitled 
"Medicinal Plants: Merging Science and Folklore" was designed to introduce teachers to 
laboratory-based inquiry in a way that would enable them to give their students a true-to-life 
experience in scientific investigation. The module posed the question: How do scientists evaluate 
claims for medicinal effectiveness of compounds that have not been subjected to rigorous scientific 
investigation? After a five-day workshop in which they learned how to address this question 
experimentally, teachers were provided with resource materials, laboratory supplies, and 
instructional strategies that gave them the tools they would need to effectively integrate inquiry-
based, hands-on, interdisciplinary teaching lessons in the classroom. As a result, students who 
participated in the project received a science experience that gave them a realistic portrayal of 
science as it is pursued in the laboratory. Through this project, teachers were provided with 
resource materials, laboratory supplies, and instructional strategies that gave them the confidence 
necessary to effectively integrate inquiry-based, hands-on, interdisciplinary teaching lessons in the 
106 
classroom. As a result, teacher quality was improved, student learning and attitude towards science 
was enhanced, and teachers are better equipped to give Georgia's students a solid foundation in the 
sciences. Overall, the work presented in this dissertation expands our knowledge of the microbial 
ecology ofbiofilms and approaches to improving science education at the middle school level. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIXA. TEACHER WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 
2011 Bio-Bus Program Teacher Workshop 
''Preparing Georgia's Middle School Science Teachers to Integrate 
Inquiry-based, Hands-on Research Modules in the Classroom" 
GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
PETIT SCIENCE CENTER 
Monday-Friday, June 13-17, 2011 
Monday, June 13 
9:00-9:30 am Introductions, Coffee, and Evaluations 
9:30-10:00 am A Short History of Medicine 
10:00-11:00 am Scientifically Oriented Questioning: The Full Course Activity 
11:00-11:10 am Break 
11:10-11 :30 am Separating Science from Pseudoscience 
11:30-12:00 pm Testing Medicines: A Clinical Trial 
12:00-1:00 pm Lunch 
1:00-1:50 pm Evaluating Clinical Trials 
1:50-2:50 pm Video "A. Private Universe" 
2:50-3:00 pm Break 
3:00-4:00 pm Assessment of Student Ideas 
Tuesday, June 14 
9:00-10:15 am Video "Minds of Their Own" 
10:15-10:30 am Break 
10:30-11:00 pm Overview of module: "Medicinal Plants: Merging Science and 
Folklore" 
11:00-12:00 pm Earth Science Supplemental Classroom Activities 
12:00-1:00 pm Lunch 
1:00-2:15 pm Classroom Activities in Preparation for Day 1 
2:15-2:30 pm Break 
2:30-4:00 pm Day 1 Classroom Activities 
Wednesday, June 
15 
9:00-10:30 am Formulating Explanations from Evidence: 
The Scientific Method 
10:30-10:45 am Break 
10:45-12:00 pm Physical Science Supplemental Classroom Activities 



















1:00-2:15 pm Life Science Supplemental Classroom Activities 
2:15-2:30 pm Break 
2:30-4:00 pm Day 2 Classroom Activities 
Thursday, June 16 
9:00-10:00 am The 5E Lesson Plan Strategy 
10:00-10:15 am Break 
10:15-12:00 pm Creating Lesson Plans and Student-centered Environments 
12:00-1:00 pm Lunch 
1:00-2:30 pm Day 3 Classroom Activities 
2:30-2:45 pm Break 
2:45-4:00 pm Summary of Research Module: Q & A Session 
Friday, June 17 
9:00-10:00 am Post -evaluations 
10-11:00 pm Teacher Presentations 
11:00-11:10 pm Break 
11:10-12:00 pm Teacher Presentations 
12:00-1:00 pm Lunch 
1:00-2:00 pm Professional Learning Community 
2:00-2:50 pm Distribute Resource Materials and Laboratory Supplies 
2:50-3:00 pm Break 
3:00-4:00 pm Wrap-up and Schedule School Visits for Fa112011 
Sponsoring Institutions: Improving Teacher Quality State Grant (70%), 
















APPENDIX B. LOGIC MODEL 

































One week summer workshop: 
-Introduction and discussion of 
various science teaching techniques ~ 
-Presentation of "Medicinal Plants: 
Merging Science and Folklore" 
module 
-Teachers receive textbook: 
Encyclopedia of Medicinal Plants, 
resources, and materials to 
implement the module in the 
classroom. 
Teachers receive support and in-
classroom training during r+ 
implementation of module: 
- 3 days of follow-up visits by Bio-Bus 
- Bio-Bus Fellows assist in 
implementation of module 
Professional learning Community: r--+ 
-Online collaboration forum 
(Basecamp) 
24 middle school teachers ~ trained in multi-d isciplinary module, as well as hands-on, _, Quality of inquiry based teaching Teachers: science teaching techniques. is improved, as 
Experience apparent by 
increased content measurable 
knowledge in increases in 
standards-based teacher content 
content (earth, knowledge, 
life, and physical confidence, and 
science) innovative 
Teachers are: teaching r+ -Adequately supported strategies. 
during implementation of Gain confidence 
newly-learned teaching in their ability to 
techniques and content offer science l material. lessons that are: 
-Prepared to implement -Hands-on 
-Measurable 





Teachers: increase in 
-reach out to and support student attitude 
each other in implementation towards science 
of the module 
-reach out to and support 
each other concerning other 
teaching issues and/or 
content 
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APPENDIX C. EVALUATION QUESTIONS 
Evaluation Questions 
1. Does the project attract and enroll a diverse population of teachers? 
2. Are teachers more knowledgeable in standards-based content as a result of participating in the 
program 
a. Do teachers gain content knowledge through participating in the teacher workshop? 
b. Do teachers gain content knowledge by implementation of the module in the classroom with 
the support ofthe Bio-Bus staff and the PLC? 
3. Are teachers more confident in their ability to offer engaging science lessons? 
a. Does teacher confidence and enthusiasm increase as a result of participating in the teacher 
workshop? 
b. Does teacher confidence and enthusiasm increase as a result of implementing the module in the 
classroom with the support of the Bio-Bus staff and the PLC? 
c. Are teachers more confident and enthusiastic in their abilities to teach science that is hands-on, 
inquiry-based, and inter-disciplinary as a result of participating in the program? 
4. Are students gaining from the experience? 
a. Are students learning specific standards-based content knowledge as a result of their teacher's 
implementation of the module? 
b. Are students more confident as a result of the program? 
c. Are students more interested in science as a result of the program? 
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APPENDIX D. DATA COLLECTION SCHEDULE 
Data set Date of collection Data collected by: 
Content Pre Workshop: June Bio-Bus staff administers all content assessments. 
Knowledge: Pre 13t11 2011 Completed assessments submitted to The Findings 
and Post Post Workshop: June Group (TFG) office on June 17th 2011 , and again in 
Workshop, and 17th 2011 Post December, 2011. 
Post Implementation: 
Implementation December, 2011 
Teacher Workshop: June 13th- Bio-Bus staff collects sign-in sheets for each day of 
Participation June 17th 2011 the workshop. Data is sent to The Findings Group 
Data in EXCEL spreadsheet; demographic data collected 
from GADOE database by TFG 
Project Initial Experience Bio-Bus staff administers and collects instruments. 
Participant Form- June 1 i\ 2011 Completed assessments submitted to TFG on June 
Evaluation of Follow up Experience 1 i\ 2011 and again in February, 2012 
Professional Form- February, 2012 
Development 
Workshop June 1 in, 2011 Bio-Bus staff administers and collects instruments. 
feedback form Completed assessments submitted to TFG on June 
1 i \ 2011. 
Teacher attitude Pre Workshop: June Online survey. Participants complete in June, 2011. 
survey: Pre and 13t11 2011 Participants are emai led access link, and requested 
Post Workshop, Post Workshop: June to complete again in December, 2011 . Data 
and Post 1 i 11 2011 Post immediately accessible by TFG. 
Implementation Implementation: 
December, 2011 
Teacher December 2011 Online survey. Participants are emailed access link, 
Intentions and requested to complete again in December, 
Follow-up 2011. Data immediately accessible by TFG. 
Survey 
Student content Varies by school, pre Bio-Bus staff administers all student assessments. 
knowledge and implemented at Completed assessment submitted to TFG 
attitude feedback beginning ofBio-Bus immediately after module completion . 
forms (pre and visit and post 
post) implemented on last 
day ofBio-Bus visit. 




APPENDIX E. SURVEYS 
Teac her Attitude Survey 
20 11 Bio~Bus Program Teacher Wor~shop 
Please mark your level of agreement with each of the following statements: 
!;:tOO E z > >tf.l ........ ~ !ICI !ICI .... 
"' ... ... s:: ... ;jl Cl II> C> 
"" 
..... (I) tiC= tiC ... (I) <> = 
"''II'Q ... ~ ~ "'- (I) (!)"<! ~ 
L I am able to create inquiry-based Jesson plans. 0 0 0 0 0 
2. I am able to implement inquiry-based lesson plans 0 0 0 0 0 
with my students. 
3. I like teaching science. 0 0 0 0 0 
4. My students enjoy learning science. 0 0 0 0 0 
f-· 
5. I know how to use hands-on activities in my 0 0 0 0 0 classroom. 
6. I use hands-on activities in my classroom at least 0 0 ® 0 0 once per week. 
7. I am interested in learning new ways to incorporate 0 0 ® 0 0 scientific inquiry into the classroom. 
8. I would like to do more hands-on activities with my 0 0 ® 0 0 students. 
9. My lessons are usually interesting and engaging for 0 0 0 0 0 
my students. 
10. I use interdisciplinary approaches or lessons in my 0 0 ® 0 0 classroom. 
11. I need to improve the hands-on component of my 0 0 0 0 0 teaching. 
12. I look forward to doing hands-on activities with my 0 0 ® 0 0 students. 
4 DIGIT CODE= Birthday Month and Day __ _ _ 
l. True or False: 
2011 Bio-Bus Program Teacher Workshop 
Medicinal Plants: Content Questions 
Medicines and drugs made from natural sources are almost always safer than products made fiom synthetic 
chemicals. 
2. Fill in the blanks: 




3. Multiple choice: 
The following pictures represent topographical maps of two mountain tops. Which mountain top is steeper? 
A. 
4. Short answer: 
C. Cannot determine from the picture, need 
more information. 
D. Don't know. 
Name one difference between a microorganism that is sensitive to a particular drug verses another 
microorganism, of the same species, that is resistant to the same drug. 
5. Multiple choice: 
Why is it difficult to develop an anti-fw1gal compound that is useful as a medicine? 
A. Fungi are not as structurally complex as bacteria. 
B. Humans are more closely related to fungi than bacteria. 
C. Fungi do not require oxygen to survive. 
D. None of the above. 
6. Fill in the blanks: 
Plants draw water from their roots to their leaves by transpiration, due to the property of water molecules 
knowl! as 
4 DIGIT CODE= Birthday Month and Day ___ _ 
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2011 BIO-BUS PROGRAM TEACHER WORKSHOP: 
MEDICINAL PLANTS 
DAY1 
Please rate the following activities on bow informative they were, how useful the knowledge and skills will be 
to you in your classroom, and how engaged you were as a learner. 
I A SHORT HisTORY oF MEDICrNE 
Not Informative (}) ® ® @ Informative 
Not Useful (}) ® ® @ Useful 
-· 
- ------· --~-· 
Not Engaged (}) ® ® @ Eng a~ 
I SCIENTfFIC QUESTIONING ACTIVITY 
Not Informative (}) ® ® @ lnfurmative ----- - ----
Not Useful (}) ® ® @ Useful 
-----~·--
_________ J'!ot Engaged Q) ® ® @ ~~&.~~------·----
I SEPARATING SCIENCE FROM PSUEDOSClENCE 
Not Informative (}) ® ® @ Informative 
----------·- -----
Not Useful (}) ® ® @ Useful 
~otEnga~ (i) ® ® @ Engaged 
-- --·-· 
I EVALUATING CLINICAL TRIALS 
Not Informative (i) ® ® @ Informative 
Not Useful Q) ® ® @ Useful 
--Q) ® ® @ Not Engaged Engaged 
--
I "A PRIVATE UNIVERSE" VIDEO 
Not Informative Q) ® ® @ Informative 
--
Not Useful CD ® ® ® Useful 
--
r---· 
Not Engaged <D ® ® ® Engaged 
I ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT IDEAS 
Not Informative CD ® ® @ Jnfonnative 
-------- - ----- - ----
Not Useful CD ® ® @ Useful 
--· Not Engaged CD @ ® @ Engaged 
lAs a result oftoday's workshop, I am better able to ... IRate from 1 (not at all) to 4 (to a great oxtent) 
Model the essential components of experimental design and 
scientific inquiry. (}) ® ® ® 
Guide students to use laboratory experiments to solve science CD ® ® @ problems. 
Develop open-ended inquiry activities in the science classroom. CD @ ® @ 
-
Use open-ended inquiry activities with my science students. CD ® ® @) 
Use self-reflection as a teclmique to evaluate the efiectiveness of CD @ ® @ 
newly developed inquiry-driven lessons. 




I WHAT PART OF TODAY HAS BEEN MOST VALUABLE TO YOU? 
r··--"---------------
WHAT PART OF TODAY HAS BEEN LEAST VALUABLE TO YOU? 
I ONE QUESTION THAT YOU BA VE REMAINING: 
I NEXT STEPS FOR YOU BASED UPON TODA Y'S WORK 
I OTHER COMMENTS: 
' 
4 DIGIT CODE = Birthday Month and Day ___ _ 




Please rate the following activities on how informative they were, how useful the knowledge and skills will be 
to you in your classroom, and how engaged you were as a learner. 
I MrNDs oF THEm OwN VIDEO 
Not Informative Q) ® @ @) Informative 
Not Useful Q) ® @ @) Useful 
---------- -----------------
Not Engaged CD ® @ ® Enga~ 
I OVERVIEW OF MEDICINAL PLANTS MODULE 
Not Informative CD ® @ @ Informative 
Not Useful CD ® @ @ Useful 
-----·---·--------- ----~-----···--···-·--· · 
!'fot Engaged CD ® @ @ Engaged 
I EARTH SCIENCE SUPPLEMENTAL CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
I ___ Not Informat~~ CD ® @ @) Informative 
-···---·---
r NotUseful CD ® @ @) Useful 
-------· --
. Not Engaged (j) ® @ @ Engaged 
I DAY 1 CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
Not Informative (j) ® @ @ Informative 
Not Useful (j) ® ® @ Useful 
--
Not Engaged CD ® ® @ Engaged 
lAs a result of today's workshop, I am better able to ... .!Rate from 1 (not at all) to 4 (to a great extent) 
Model the essential components of experimental design and 
scientific inquiry. 
Guide students to use laboratory experiments to solve science 
problems. 
Develop open-ended inquiry activities in the science classroom. 
Use open-ended inquiry activities with my science students. 
Use self-reflection as a teclmique to evaluate the effectiveness of 






















I WHAT PART OF TODAY HAS BEEN MOST VALUABLE TO YOU? 
r-·wHA."T"PART oF TODAy HAS BEEN LEAST vALUABLE !0 vou? 
I ONE QUESTION THAT YOU HAVE REMAINING: 
L NEXT STEPS FOR YOU BASED UPON TODA Y'S WORK 
I OTHER COMMENTS: 
' 
4 DIGIT CODE = Birthday Month and Day ___ _ 




Please rate the following activities on how informative they were, how useful the knowledge and skills will. be 
to you in your classroom, and how engaged you were as a learner. 
I THE SCrENTfFIC METHOD 
Not Informative CD ® @ @) Informative 
Not Useful CD ® @ @) Useful 
Not Engaged CD ® @ @) Engaged 
I PHYSICAL SCIENCE SuPPLEMENl:AL CLASSROOM AcnvrrtES 
Not Informative CD ® @ @) Informative 
Not Useful CD ® @ @) Useful 
-· ----~--------·~--
NotEnga~ CD ® @ @ Engaged 
I DAY2 CLASSROOMACTIVlTIES 
Not Informative CD ® @ @) Informative f--·· 
Not Useful CD ® @ @) Useful 
Not Engaged CD ® @ @) Engaged 
--··· -- -· --
lAs a result of today's workshop, I am better able to ••• IRate from 1 (not at all) to 4 (to a great extent) 
Model the essential components of experimental design and 
scientific inquiry. CD ® @ @) 
Guide students to use laboratory experiments to solve science CD ® @ @ problems. 
Develop open-ended inquiry activities in the science classroom. CD ® @ @) 
-----------
Use open-ended inquiry activities with my science students. CD ® @ @ 
---------------·· 
Use self-reflection as a technique to evaluate the effectiveness of CD ® @ @ 
newly developed inquiry-driven lessons. 
4 DIGIT CODE= Birthday Month and Day _ _ _ _ 
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I WHAT PART OF TODAY HAS BEEN MOST VALUABLE TO YOU? 
r-·WHA.T PART OF TODAY HAS BEEN LEAST VALUABLE TO YOU? 
I ONE QUESTION THAT YOU HAVE REMAINING: 
I NEXT STEPS FOR YOU BASED UPON TODAY'S WORK 
I OTHER COMMENTS: 
' 
4 DIGIT CODE = Birthday Month and Day __ _ _ 




Please rate the following activities on how informative they were, how useful the knowledge and skills will be 
to you in your classroom, and how engaged you were as a learner. 
L THE SE LESSON PLAN STRA'I:EGY 
Not Informative <D ® ® @) Informative 
Not Useful CD ® ® @) Useful 
---·---·--- --® Not Engaged CD f-- ® @) Engaged 
I CREATING LESSON PLANS AND STUDENT-CENTERED ENVIRONMENTS 
Not Informative <D ® ® @) Informative 
-· 
Not Useful <D ® ® @) Useful 
r-· -
Not Engaged <D ® ® ® Engaged r---
-
IDA Y 3 CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
Not Informative <D ® ® @) Informative 
·---- -
Not Useful <D ® ® @ Useful 
- --
Not E_ggaged CD ® ® @ Engaged !----
·-
!As a result of today's workshop, I am better able to •• . jRate from I (not at aU) to 4 (to a great extent) 
Model the essential components of experimental design and 
scientific inquiry. <D ® ® @) 
·---· 
Guide students to use laboratory experiments to solve science <D ® ® @ proble~~-·------·· 
Develop open-ended inquiry activities in the science classroom. <D ® ® @) 
Use open-ended inquiry activities with my science students. <D ® ® @) 
--
Use self-reflection as a technique to evaluate the effectiveness of 
<D ® ® (4) 
newly developed inquiry-driven lessons. 
4 DIGIT CODE= Birthday Month and Day ___ _ 
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I WHAT PART OF TODAY HAS BEEN MOST VALUABLE TO YOU? 
rw~T PART OFTODA y HAS BEEN LEAST VALUABLE TO YOU? 
I ONE QUESTION THAT YOU HAVE REMAINING: 
I NEXT STEPS FOR YOU BASED UPON TODAY'S WORK 
I OTHER COMMENTS: 
4 DIGIT CODE = Birthday Month and Day ___ _ 
MEDICINAL PLANTS TEACHER POST ATTITUDE SURVEY 
This survey is designed to evaluate your alti tudes about implementing the Medicinal Plants BioBus unit in the cla~sroom . It 
should take you 8-20 minutes to complete. Thank you for taking the time to thoughtfu lly complete it. 
Na me (optional): 
School: 
4-Digit Code: Birthday Month and Day_ 
Before Medicinal Plants Now 
Professional 
1. Please describe your level of confidence in Development 
teaching science before you attended the n :Z n 1:".! n :Z n 1:".! § ~ 0 ;.-. 0 0 0 :.-. = q- = ... = q Medicinal Plants professional development == N t-.1 ::!In> ::!l::c N t-.1 C!l(D c. .... c..s c. .... C..r:l 
workshop and now. (D ::c (D (D (D ::c (D -
=- =- =- = ~ 
..... -.....: ..... -.....: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t::;jOO ~ z > Please mark your level of agreement with each of the rn· =t 
"' 
(D (JQ 
::c 0 ::c = .... llQ = (JQ -
(D 
following statements: .... (D '"!(JQ .... !. (I>- (I> 
n>'< (I> 
l. r am able to create inquiry-based lesson plans. 0 0 0 0 
2. l am able to implement inquiry-ba~ed lesson plans with my students. CD 0 0 0 
3. I like teaching science. 0 0 0 0 
4. My students ct~oy learning science. CD 0 0 0 
5. I know how to use hands-on activities in my classroom. CD 0 0 0 
6. I usc hands-on activities in my classroom at least once per week. CD 0 0 0 
7. 1 am interested in learning new ways to incorporate scientific inquiry 0 0 0 0 into the classroom. 
8. I would like to do more hands-on activities with my students. CD 0 0 0 
9. My lessons are tL~ually interesting and engaging for my students. CD 0 0 0 
I 
10. I usc interdisciplinary approaches or lessons in my classroom. CD 0 0 0 
I I. I need to improve the bands-on component of my teaching. CD 0 0 0 
12. I look forward to doing hands-on activities w ith my students. CD 0 0 0 
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>OO (J~ q 
(D 0 














The questions below ask you to think about your teaching in two ways. First, think about what 
your teaching was like last year before you started the Medicinal Plants program. Then, think 
about how you teach now. 
Please mark your level of agreement with each of the 
following statements: 
13._ When teaching science, I usually welcome student questions. 
14. I feel I have the necessary skills to teach science. 
15. I am typically able to answer students' science questions. 
16. Given a choice, I would invite the principal to evaluate my 
science teaching. 
17. I feel comfortable improvising during science lab experiments. 
18. Even when l try very hard, I do not teach science as well as l 
_ _ ~~~most -~her subje_t:~--------- __ --· 
19. After I have taught a science concept once, I feel confident 
___ te~ching itagain. .. _____ ----------- __ 








20. I find science a difficult topic to teach. CD 0 0 0 0 CD 0 0 0 0 
----·---------- --- ··--·- ···- --- -----·--··-------------------· 
21. I know the steps necessary to teach science concept~ effectively CD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - ------------- ·-·· ··-- -----------
22. I am comfortable explaining to students why science CD 0 0 0 0 CD 0 ® 0 0 
-----~xperiments work._- ------·----·--------------------····-------- _ 
23. I am continually finding better ways to teach science. 
---------·-· ·-·----- --------------------
24. I genentlly teach science effectively. 
------·-------- ---- -----~-~-·------"· 
25. 1 understand science concepts well enough to teach science 
__ eff~c.tiv~~L. __________ -···------------------·- ___ _ 
26. I know how to make students interested in science. 
27. I feel anxious when teaching science content that I have not 
_taught ~~fo~. _ .. ___________ ------------- ___ _ 










Please read the following activities or content topics. For 
each item, please tell us whether you have delivered it, plan to 
deliver it, or do NOT plan to deliver it. 
r·----------------·------------------------------------~ 
I. Medicinal Plants_A Short History ofMedicinc_ l.ppt 
1- - ---------·- ------- -·-----------·--·- ---------------
2. Testing Medicines_ Lemonade Activit:y.pdf 
a Lemonade Activity Student Handout pdf 
3. Evaluating Clinical Trials Activity.pdf 0 
--·------· 
4. Medicinal Plants_Separating Science from Pseudosciencc_2.ppt 0 
5. Earth Science Supplemental Classroom Activities.ppt 0 
6. Earth Science Supplemental Activities.doc 0 
7. USA and GA Geologic Publications.doc 
- ·-----------
8. Teacher's Supplemental Inforrnat.ion_Earth Science. pdf 
9. Teacher's Manual_Reading River Sediments Kit. pdf 
10. Making Topographic Maps_Plastic Shoebox Activ ity.pdf 
t---·-- - -------·------------- ---.. - ---------
11. Teacher's Manual_ Making Topographic Maps. pdf 
12. Physical Science Supplemental Classroom Activities.ppt 
----·--------------------·--------------
13. Elements and the Periodic Table Activity.pdf 
14. Fan1i lies of Elements Activity.pdf 
r· -------------------·----
15. Modeling Molecules Activity.pdf 
16. Lite Science Supplemental Classroom Activities.ppt 
17. Seeing the World Through Different Eyes.ppt 
18. Geometric Progression_M&M Activity.ppt 
a. M&M Activity Student l·landout.pdf 
~---------- --------------
19. Outbreak Activity.ppt 
·---------------- ----·---·-·--- · 
a Oubreak Activity- Prep Sheet. doc 
---------- ·------------··-------
20. Taking your Antibiotics_Poker Chip Activity.pdf 
21. Poker Chip Activity Student Handout.pdf 
22. Bringing it All Togcthcr.ppt 
----------·---------
23. Preparation for Day l C la~sroom Activities_3.ppt 
·-·------------------------------------------
a. Supply List.doc 
1---------------------------·----·-------·-·---·-·· 
b. Glossary for Supply List.doc 
1---·----·----- -------- - -----------
c. MSDS for acetone. pdf 
r -------------·- - -----------------
24. Day I Classroom Activities.ppt 
25. Day 2 Classroom Activities.ppt 
r ·-----------------·-----------------------------·------------
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Please read the following activities or content topics. For Q.. Q.'C 0 §:= Q-."1:1 .. - .. -0 
each item, please tell us whether you have delivered it, plan to < :0 - .. ~Ei:z ~ ~ <· = !; g <>-0 deliver it, or do NOT plan to deliver it. Q. ... 0 ~ 
b. MSDS lor isopropyl alcohol 70%.pdf 0 ® ® 
26. Day 3 Classroom Activities.ppt 0 ® ® 
The following questions focus on factors that you think helped you implement the activi ties and factors 
that served as barriers to implementation. 
Major Somewhat Nota Helped 
Barrier a Barrier Factor Somewhat 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
I. Follow-up assistance for planning and implementation. G) 0 0 0 1--·-----·--·----· ···-··-··- ········· ······- ---·····················- ··-··-····-------- ------~-------------
2. Administrative support. G) 0 0 0 
····--·--··-··----------------------------------13. Appropriateness of activities for students' level. G) 0 0 0 
- - ·· -----------------· 
4. Students' response to the activities. G) 0 0 0 
-
--------
5. Collaboration with co-workers. G) 0 0 0 
6. My prior knowledge of and experience with the subject matter. G) 0 0 0 
--- ---------------------
7. Time needed to implement the activities. G) 0 0 0 
··- ········----·-···-··--·---·----------------
8. Encouragement for trying new things. G) 0 0 0 
9. Recognition for trying new things. G) 0 0 0 
- --
10. Availability of supplies and materials needed to implement G) 0 0 0 activities. 
---- ------------·-



















I PLEASE ADD FURTHER EXPLANATION OR ADDITIONAL BARRIERS AND HELPERS YOU BELIEVE ARE 
IMPORTANT. 
I WHAT, IF ANY, CHANGES HAVE YOU MADE TO YOUR TEACHING AS A RESULT OF MEDJCIANL PLANTS 
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING? 
I OTHER COMMENTS: 
5 
The following six questions are content knowledge items that assess the extent to which you 
have retained information provided in the professional learning modules. 
1. Why is it difficult to develop 2. Name the medicine that was 3. One bacteria is sensitive to a 
an anti-fungal compound that isolated from the following plants: particular drug; however, another 
is useful as a medicine? bacteria, of the same species, is 
0 aspirin I digitalis I taxol resistant to the same drug. How can Fungi are not as structurally this be? 
complex as bacteria. 
willow 0 ® Humans are more closely 0 ® ® This cannot happen; all bacteria of bark 
related to fungi than bacteria. 
® Fungi do not require oxygen 
to survive. foxglove 
® None of the above. yew 
4·. The following pictures represent 
topographical maps of two mountain tops. 
Which mountain top is steeper? 
® 
@ Cannot determine from the 
picture, need more information. 
® Don'tknow 
the same species are identical 
0 ® ® ® Bacteria cannot produce compounds that destroy drugs. 
® Bacteria can have mutations in 
0 ® ® their DNA. ® None of the above. 
5. Medicines and drugs made from natural sources are safer 
than products made from synthetic chemicals. 
® True 
0 False 
6. Plants draw water from their roots to tneirleaves by 
transpiration, due to: 
0 capillary action 
® cohesion/adhesion 
® xylem/phloem 
® none of the above 
W~ic~ _~f.!~~.ft:> .. ll()_~~~~~_l?.jects do you teach? 
® Earth Science 
CD Life Science 
® Physical Science 




PLEASE SEL ECf YOUR GENDER: HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU WHAT GRADE LEVEL(S) ARE 
BEEN TEAOUNG? YOU CURRENTLY TEA~~~.£~--
® Female 0 Less than 1 year ® 6th 
@ Male 0 I to 3 years 0 7'" 
PLEASE SELECf YOUR ETI-lNICITY/RACE: CD 4 to 6 years CD gtb 
0 Asian 0 7 to 9 years @ Other: 
- --
I ® Black ® lO to 15 years 
® Hispanic ® More than 15 years 








-~~ ~-- MEDICINAL PLANTS STUDENT SURVEY: PRE-VISIT \l.1f 
School Name: I Date: I 
Please fill in the bubble that tells whether you agree or 
disaar~e with the statements below: I .-uuUO'J I Disagree I In Between I Agree I A,;:' 
1. !like science. 0 0 0 0 0 
2. I am good at science. 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Science is interesting. 0 0 0 0 0 
4. I think that I could be a scientist 0 0 0 0 ® 
5. Scientists are cool. 0 0 0 0 ® 
6. I feel like I can understand science. 0 0 0 0 ® 
7. I would like to learn more about science. 0 0 0 0 ® 
8. People who teach science are cooL 0 0 0 0 ® 
9. Science is one of my favorite subjects. 0 0 0 0 ® 
10. I want to be a scientist when I grow up. 0 0 0 0 ® 
11. I have a lot of self-confidence when it comes to science. 0 0 0 0 ® 
12. I think I will get a good grade in science. 0 0 0 0 ® 
13. Why is it difficult to develop 14. Name the medicine that was isolated 15. One bactetia is sensitive to a particular 
an anti-fungal compound that is from the following plants: drug; however, another bacteria, of the 
useful as a medicine? same species, is resistant to the same drug. 
0 Fungi are not a~ aspirin I digitalis I How can this be? taxol 
structurally complex as 0 This cannot happen; all bacteria of the 
bacteria. 
willow bark 0 ® 0 same species are identical. ® Humans are more closely 
related to fungi than ® Bacteria cannot produce compounds 
bacteria. foxglove 0 ® 0 that destroy drugs. ® Fungi do not require ® Bacteria can have mutations in their 
oxygen to survive. 
0 ® 
DNA. 
® None of the above. yew 0 ® None of the above. 
Your gender: 16. The following pictures represent 17. Medicines and drugs made from natural 
® Female topographical maps of two mountain tops. sources are safer than products made from Which mountain top is steeper? synthetic chemicals. 
@ Male 0 True 
Your racejethnicity: 0 @) ® False 0 Asian 
® Black Hl. Plants draw water trom their roots to their leaves by transpiration, due to: 
® Hispanic ® ~ ® Native American/ Alaskan 0 capillary action ® White ® @ cohesion/adhesion Multiracial ® Cannot determine from the picture, need 
Your grade: more information. ® xylem/phloem 




MEDICINAL PLANTS STUDENT SURVEY: POST-VISIT 
1. l like sdence. 
Z. I am good at sdence. 
3. Sdence is interesting. 
4. I think that I could be a scientist 
5. Scientists are cool. 
6. I feel like I can understand sdence. 
7. I would like to learn more about sdence. 
8. People who teach science are cool. 
9. Science is one of my favorite subjects. 
10. I want to be a scientist when I grow up. 
11. I have a lot of self-confidence when it comes to science. 













13. Why is it difficult to develop 
an anti-fungal compound that is 
useful as a medicine? 
14. Name the medicine that was isolated 











0 Fungi are not as 
structurally complex as 
bacteria. 
aspirin taxol 
® Humans are more closely 
related to fungi than 
bacteria. 
® Fungi do not require 
oxygen to survive. 















willow bark 0 ® 
foxglove 0 ® 
yew 0 ® 
16. The following pictures represent 
topographical maps of two mountain tops. 
Which mountain top is steeper? 
0 @ 
® ~ 
® Cannot determine from the picture, need 
more information. 
® Don'tknow 
0 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
® 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
® 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
0 0 ® 
15. One bacteria is sensitive to a particular 
drug; however, another bacteria, of the 
same species, is resistant to the same drug. 
How can this be? 
0 This cannot happen; all bacteria of the 
same species are identical. 
® Bacteria cannot produce compounds 
that destroy drugs. 
® Bacteria can have mutations in their 
DNA. 
® None of the above. 
17. Medicines and drugs made from natural 





their leaves by transpiration, due to: 
0 capillary action 
® cohesion/adhesion 
® xylem/phloem 
® none of the above 
FonnC 
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APPENDIX F. INVESTIGATION OF THE PUTATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AI-2 AND 
CYCLIC-DI-GMP IN MDAI2 AND PMS234 
Chandan M. Robbins and Eric S. Gilbert 
E.l. Abstract 
Research shows that the signaling molecule 3',5'-cyclic diguanylic acid (c-di-GMP) is a 
central regulator of the prokaryote biofilm lifestyle, and recent evidence also links this molecule 
to virulence. Insight into how c-di-GMP affects changes in gene expression and/or protein 
activity has come from the demonstration that proteins containing the PilZ domain can bind c-di-
GMP and control phenotypes involved in biofilm formation and virulence (Cotter et al., 2007). 
To investigate the putative relationship between AI-2 and c-di-GMP in MDAI2 and pMS234, an 
experimental protocol for High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) analysis of both strains 
will be designed and optimized. The peaks will be analyzed, and the potential A1-2 peaks will, 
in turn, be compared to peaks established in HPLC analysis of c-di-GMP. If there is a 
correlation, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy (LC/MS) will be utilized in order to 
identify the chemical compound responsible for the peaks. 
E.2. Introduction 
The objective of this project will be to examine the putative relationship between AI-2 
and c-di-GMP in MDAI2 and pMS234. We hypothesize that HPLC analysis ofMDAI2 and 
pMS234 will display distinctively different peak patterns, due to the fact that MDAI2 lacks the 
ability to produce AI-2, and pMS234 produces AI-2. The association between AI-2 and c-di-
GMP will be reflected if the peaks observed via HPLC analysis and LC/MS are determined to be 
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the same chemical compound. An experimental protocol for HPLC analysis of strains MDAI2 
and pMS234 will be designed and optimized. The peaks will be analyzed, and the potential AI-2 
peaks will, in tum, be compared to peaks established in HPLC analysis of c-di-GMP. If there is 
a correlation, LC/MS will be utilized in order to identify the chemical compound responsible for 
the peaks. The association between AI-2 and c-di-GMP will be reflected if the peaks observed 
via HPLC analysis and LC/MS are determined to be the same chemical compound. 
E.3. Materials and methods 
Cell cultivation, sonication assay, French press assay, and HPLC analysis 
Frozen MDAI2 and pMS234 stock (cells frozen in 10% glycerol and stored in the -80°C 
freezer) will be thawed and 14 )lL of stock from each strain will be added into 200 mL LB broth 
plus 1 mL arabinose. After approximately 24-hours of growth, the cells will be centrifugated at 
8,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant will be decanted and the cells will be 
transferred into a 1. 7 mL microcentrifuge tube. No additional liquid will be added to the tube. 
Next, the cells will be centifugated at 8,000 rpm for 2 minutes at room temperature. The 
supernatant will be decanted and the cells will be transferred into phosphate buffer. In order to 
determine which process yields optimal results, this research will utilize two methods for cell 
disruption, sonication and the French press. Therefore, the cells will be transferred into 3 mL of 
phosphate buffer for sonication and 4 mL of phosphate buffer for the French Press. The cells 
will either be sonicated for 4 minutes, at pulse duration of 50% and intensity set at amplitude of 
5, or French-pressed at 14,000 psi. Following the sonication or French press process, the cells 
will be centrifugated at 10,000 rpm for 5 minutes, and 1.5 mL ofthe supernatant will be 
collected in a 1. 7 mL microcentrifuge tube and analyzed via HPLC. 
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E.4. Results and Discussion 
After several trials, no distinct differences in peak patterns were reported between 
MDAI2 and pMS234, via HPLC analysis. Although there may be an association between AI-2 
and c-di-GMP, it could not be determined by this protocol. This study utilized high-frequency 
sound waves, sonication, and liquid homogenization, French Press, for cell lysis, two traditional 
techniques for physical disruption. For future studies, in order to achieve cell lysis, other 
techniques may be applied. For example, additional liquid homogenization methods, 
freeze/thaw, mechanical, or manual grinding techniques may be tested. 
